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THE EF}'ECTS OF TWO TYPES OF GROUP COUNSELING UPON Tim ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT AND SELF-CONCEPI OF MEXICAN-AMERICAN 
PUPILS IN THE ELElVlENTARY SCHOOL 
Abstract of Dinser-tat.ton 
THE PROBLEM: ·rhe purpo::;-e of this exper·i::ner\i.:_al- study was to -in·~· 
vestigate the. effects of two different grOup cou:ruit~1Iing. techniques on 
the academic achievement and self-concept of e;-1l-en11~nta:ry .school Mexican~ 
American pupils. Also j_ncluded in the study wer<~ UHJ r0sul.ts of a pilot 
study conducted with Mexican-American· pupil-s to ·compare the Sel11ai1tic 
Dl.fferential Technique and the Self-Esteem Inventory in tl1e measurement 
of self-concept. 
THE PROCEDURE: One hundred and forty-four p•.:n:i 18 :tr·om tJu:·. for.n:'\h, 
:[ifth and sixth grades of two selected eJ.ementa.ry ::u.:JJoo};,:.: Ulcllool: 'f.,·~." 
in Stoctton and School_nB" in Redwooct·City~ Calif:o--:nta) (~i..1rrt~n~ise.d r.ht~ 
sample for the study~ 'l'he stucfy was conducted ove:;::- ·a pt::Ttod of' twf<n'~~r 
weels:.-S. 
Two dependent variables wc;re studied: (1) total academic <Jchieve·, 
ment in the Compr-ehensive Test of Basic SJ,ills (CTBS) and subtest scores 
in reading, language and arithmetic, ai1d (2) total s~lf-·concept ·meaf3ured 
by the Semantic Dif,;:.·erential Technique and the :Peelings Toward Nati.oriol-
ity subtest. 
The independent- VaJ."j_a]Jles were: (1) a comparison of Bit:ultu.ral 
Group CounEeling 'l'reatment designed- ·to develop pupil pride in ethnic 
backgl'OL111d and 'l'radttional Group- Couns·e-lil~g Treatment commonly practiee::l 
:lrl many schools with emphasis on school adjustment ruJ.d :i.rnprovemen t in 
academic achievement, (2) treatment effects on the school attended, (3) 
male and fem.a.le effeCts produced- by l:h-::~. treatments and· (4) ·a comparison 
of the treatlllent effects on the- foi'eigrr-born and nati ve:>-born pllpils. 
T-his latter compar;ison was onl-y' po·ss:\,blc in School "B 11 because of itS 
a.lm£.J;::rt· equal proportion of foreign-born and native-born students. 
-11hr·1 data collected co_GE::':Lsted of pretest ru1d posttest scores in aca~. 
dcmi::.~ ao::hj_evem<:mt and self-concept. The data were analyze-d by various 
2x3x2 J'a.ctorial designs of th:r,·ee-way a11alyses of covart-ance :f.o1· the de:~ 
pendent v-·ar:lr.tblcs of a,cademJ.c achiov8mcn-t- D.nd self-· concept w:i. th the in-
dep~ndent vaTiables of: treatments, schools and sex. Data for the de-
pendent_ vartab1es of a:t:n.demfc achievement .and ·seJf-eoncept with the :Ln-
dependent vo.rtable of birthplace wer.e analyzed by various 2x3 factorial 




TRE CONCLUSIONS: The findings indicated that none of the variances 
for the treatments variable proved to be significant in this study. 
However, it must be pointed out that the following conditions exi steel in 
the study: (I) group counseling consisted of one weekly session with 
each treatment group; (2) the duration period of the group counseling 
treatments lasted for twenty weeks, and (3) the treatments were not an 
integral part of the school curriculum. These conditions may have con-
tributed to the non-significant results and need further research to de-
termine if and what effects they have upon the academic achievement and 
self-concept. 
-----4-----------;::;-----:-'Si-g:ni--:f-i-e-a-n-t---tnteractions were found in several control varJallle-s·. 
These were: (1) females were sig·nificantly better. in language .achieve-
ment improvement than males; (2) School "B" subjects demonstrated greater 








born students achieved signi.ficantly greater improvement in arithmetic 
achievement in comparison to native-born subjects. The results of the 
pilot .study indicated a correlation between the Semantic Differential 
Technique used in this research and the Self-Esteem Inventory in the 
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Tlill PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
I, INTRODUCTION 
"We 1re the best l(ept secret in America," Waf! the response a Span-
ish-$peaking housewife gave to a Ne\\~we_ek1 repoF-t-er-±-ntervj_ewing her con-
cerning the problems of Spanish-sp.eaking people. McWilliams2 reports 
that various Mexican-American leaders, including Dr. George Sanchez, edu-
cat or, and Edward Roybal, California congressman, have very similar 
feelings. Both feel that other Americans in the Unt ted States have 
little knowledge concerning Mexican-Americans and their problems. Sa.n-
chez is reported to have stated ~:hat 1\'Texican-Americr·-n:l a.x··:: Jike .:i:l or·-
ph an group, the least known and sponsored ·and the l"~a~.:-;; vocal ls ..:cge 
minority Jn the United States .·3 -Ro"ybal declared tlL:::t: the Nffn.::ic~:u-~Ame~:::i. ~ 
can of the Southwest .is hardly known on the East Coast and not m\lch bet-
ter \lnderstood in the Southwest itself.
4 
This lack of knowledge concerning the Mexican-American appears to 
be no .longer tr\le, especially in the area of· education. Current litera-
ture reports that there has been an inc)Cease in federal, state and local 
5 
educational assistance programs for Mexican-American pupils. These 
1 "u.s. Latins on the March," NewEweek :National Affairs Section, Volume 
6'(' May 23, 1967. 
2carey McWilliams, Mexicans in J.\merica. 
1968). 
(New York: Columbia University, 
3Ibid. 
4Ibid. 
5Thomas P. Carter, Mexican 
onal Neglect. (New York: 
Americans in School: A History of Educati-
College Entrance Board, 1970). 
-2-
programs indicate a growing awareness on the nece~si ty of improving edu-
cati.on for these students. 
Mexican·-American students in ge11eral have been found to have a 
lower scholastic achievement and self-concept ti1an do other white pu-












report that the Mexican-American is one of the least 
12 
Bernal found the average 
Mexican·-American of the Southwest drops out by the seventh grade. In 
California, 73. 5% drop out before graduation and in Texa,g the figure is 
80%. A San Francisco Sunday E;x:aminer and Chronicle
13 
article reported 
that the median educational attainment for Mexican-Americans is 6,2 
grades, for other whites 10.7 and for Blacl<s 8.7 g:c·ccdu;. 
6James Coleman, Equality of Educational Opportunity. (Wa.sh:ington.; Of-
fice' of Education PUbli~-atiOn38ooo;l967):"'---·--·· 
7 Carter, .'::1?.: cit, 
8Patricia Hishiki, "The Self-Concepts of Sixth Grade Girls of Mexican-
American Descent," California Journal of Educational Research, 20: '56-6-1, 
March, 1969. 
9Neal Justin, "Culture Conflict and Mexican-American Achievement," 
School and Society, 98: 27-28, January, 1970. 
10Joe Bernal, "I Am Mexicmi-American," Today's. Education, 58:5:1.·-52, 
May, 1969, 
llcharles A. Erickson, "Uprising I:n the Barrios," American Education, 
4:29-31, November, 1968. 
l2n l . t verna 1 .?.}~~· 
13News item in The San Francisco Sunday Ex:uuinor and Chronicle, Sept em-· 
ber 13, 1970. 
l 
-l 




14 15 . 16 
Varlous authorities, including Ulibarri, Caskey, and Ram1.rez, 
report that group counseling programs are needed for Mexican~American 
pupils in order to- communicate to them the. importance of obtaining an 
education~ 
·. 17 
Ulibarri further reports that counseling programs for the 
Mexican-Americans should attempt to enhance their self-concept, wh:ich 
could lead to -improved academic achievement, 
18 Bancroft ad . .a:.-· ________ _ 
Disadvru1taged youngsters have been the concern of many local, 
state and national progrruns developed in the last few years. Many 
of these have gained impetus through the availability of federal 
monies. The greater emphasis on more adequate guidance and coun-
seling services in these programs seems qui-te appropriate to those 
who have primary responsibility for planning and implementing sucJ1 
services. The tasl< remains, however, of determining effective ways 
in which counselors c8ll worl< with disadvru1taged youngsters. 
In the preceding introduc-tory comments and qunt.ati OJ'.S t the :>:'8-
searcher has indicated that: 
have been found to have lower acctdemic achievement ;:~.nU :s:;_;.·."!.f~-;.;o:n<.::(--'!p-L: in 
comparison to other white pupils and (2) there i.s :21. ne£d iol' ~p.dda.nce~· 
programs that will aid the Mexican-American students to ;,mprove their 
self-concept ru1d academic achievement. Reo?earch evidence is needed to 
determine the effects various types of group counseUng may have upon 
the self~concept 8lld academic achievement of Mexic8ll-American pupils. 
14Horacio Ulibarri,. "Educational Needs of the Jviexican-American," Naiiona1 
Confexenc.e on Educational Opportunities. for Mexican-·Americans, April 25·, 
1968. 
15 owen Caskey, "Guidahce Needs of Mexican-Americans,n Proceedings of the 
Invitational Conferences, Lubbock, Texas, 1967. 
16Manuel Ramirez, III, "Ict<mti ty CriBis In The Barrios," Music Educa-
tors Journal'· 56:69-70, May, 1970, 
17ulibarri, op. cit. 
l8John Bancroft, "counseling The· Disadvantaged," The School Counselqr:, 















II. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to consider the effects of two dif-
ferent group counseling techniques as aids in the improvement of self-
concept and academic achievement of Mexican-American pupils in elemen-
tary school. The data were considered in the Lollow~ng-foUl~' 'a'"r"e=a<s": _____ _ 
(1) a comparison of the effects. of group counseling approach Number One 
(Bicultural CounseU.ng) designed to develop pupil pride in their ethnic 
background and Group Counseling Approach Number Two (Traditional Coun-, 
seling) commonly practiced in most schools with emphasis on school ad-
justment and improvement in scholastic achievement, (2) the effects of 
the above treatments upon pupils attending two d.i.ff~~;:·o.n;~ elemc-:.J·~ary 
schools, (3) treatment effects on the sex of the stT_t;:._ient-o_, and {4) ti;.e 
effeets on foreign-born and native-born students, 
Significance of the Stud~ 
This study was felt to be one of importance for the following 
reasons: 
1. It may add knowledge toward the solution of Mexican-American 
educational problems of having lower academic achievement and 
self-concept in compa.ri son to other white pupils. 
2. This appeared to be a timely study due to the increased con-
cern displayed by educators in attempting to make education 
more relevant for Mexican-American pupils. 
3. The literature reviewed indicated that there was little, if any, 
research concerning the group counseling of 1Vlexj.can-AmericEU1 
pupils in elementary school. 
4. The research findings of this study may add pertinent informa-
tion concerning Mexican-American students' self-concept and 
academic achievement due to differences of sex, place of birth 











5. 'This study may be of help to school districts having Mexican-
American pupils in determining the types of counseling and edu-
cational teclmiques that could be most benefic.ial in the en-
hancement of their self-concept and academic achievement. 
III, PURPOSES OF THE STUDY 
It was the purpose of this study to investigate the effectiveness 
----l-------~o:f:._:c:-:e:r~t.,.a.:t::·'-:l,.l--'=c,.o:.-u_.n,.scee"'l~1~· ~ncg~_chniq-ue-s-a-s-a-i-d-s-rn-th.e improvement of the self·~ 
1 
1 
concept and academic achievement of Mexican-American pupils attending 
two different elementary schools. Empirical data relative to the self-
concept as measured by the Semantic Differential and its subtest 
dealing with feelings toward nationality, Comprehensive Tests of Basic 
Skills total ~cores and scores of the subtestS ln Reading; Langt1a.ge H.nd. 
Arithmetic were collected for a pretest - posttesi. -r·o~:~~a1·ch des.lfn. 
:for correlations with the two types of group counsc<l:Lng :;.pproa.chfll::' and 
other variables listed to determine if significant relationships existed. 
The researcher was concerned specifically with: (1) determining 
which type of group counseling method, if any, would significantly im-
prove the self-concept and academic achievement, (2) the effects of the 
treatments upon tl1e pupils attending School "A" as compared to those in 
School "13", (3) a comparison of male and female effects produced by the 
treatments and (4) treatment effects on foreign-born and nat.i.ve-born 
pupils. ('r11is comparison was only possible J.n School 
11B 11 because its 
population consisted of a fairly equal proportion of foreign-·born and 
native-·born Mexican-American students.) 
IV. ASSUMPI'IONS AND LIMITATIONS 








1. That the Mexican-American pupils in the two schools of the 
study are representative of the general Mexican-American popu-
lation found in elementary schools of the Southwest. 
2. 1'hat the Mexican-American students in the study will accept a 
non Mexican...;,American counselor and respond to -this counseli-ng. 
3. That there will be no exceptional students among the_population 
involved in the research. 
4. That the instrument devised for measurement of self-concept 
will accurately measure this component. 
5. That the Self-Esteem Inventory will be an adequate instrument 
for validating the Semantic Differential used for measuring 
self--concept. 
6. That the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills will accurately 
measure the reading, language and arithmetic of the Mexican-
American pupils. 
7. 'l'hat there be no adverse effects or negati-..'e .L .. \J :: __ ,_~81lC6 on the 
pupils from publicity concerning the actloDU ~.;,lH; opin.i.o~0 . .s of 
militant Mexican-American pressure groups. 
Limi taUons 
1. Those inherent in the nature of the randomly selected popula-. 
tions of the two schools. 
2. Those inherent in applying the findings of this study to simi-
lar schools. 
3. Those affected by the individual bias of the researcher. 
4. Those inherent in the nature and scope of "\:he various instru-
ments used in the measurement of self-concept, academic 
achievement and validation. 
5. Those resulting from teacher bias in the subjective grading 
and treatment of subjects involved in ·the experiment. 
6. Those inherent in the variables selected by the investigator 
for the population of this research. 
7. Those resulting from peer group actions and comments relative 
to the speci.al attention gi vert the Mexican-American pupils in 





8. Those inherent in the psychological aspect of studyi1'g self-
concept behavior and attempted modificaU.on of th.is behavior .. 
9. Those resulting from the utilization· of one counselor in both 
schools. 
V. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The major te1·ms used throughout the study will have the following 
def.i.ni tions: 
1. Self-Concept: A composite of numerous self-precepts, it is a 
hypothetical construct encompassing all of the values, atti-
tudes and beliefs toward one's self in relation to the environ-
ment. 19 In this study, the individual's feelings toward self, 
ethnic group, most teachers and his school. will encompass his 
self -concept. 
2. Mexican-American: The Mexican-American of the Southwest United 
States is referred to by a number of diffsrent name:?; hr~ i.n 
designated as Spanish ft,merican, Latin AmE.J'.tf:.Hn_, Sp81JJell·-
speaking a:nd so on. TtJis confusion is ui:td~-;,.est"~:ndal:Jl.e; s-Jnce 
none of the above terms is- truly adequ.ate c::r p:rf~ci~H3 aud tbey 
all lack authenticity i.n some degree. 'flli; ;-roup i r; not a 
historical)._y_, ___ g.enetically or culturally ho.ltlogelJ~~ous one. Bol!le 
-w:rrier·s· -in recent years -have settled on Me~';::\ can·-·AmericaD. as 
most cl.osely approximat!.ng a suitable term, though it is not 
acceptable to some sectors of this population group - for 
example, the Spanish American of northern New Mexico and sduth-
ern Colorado, The term ":rvrexican·-·American" j,s most generally 
accepted an.d less objectionable. 2° For this research project 
the definition most acceptable was the following from Samora21 
"Those who have come to the United States from Mexico and their 
descendants." 
3. Group Counseling: Group Counseling consists of whatever acti v-
1 ties a counselor undertakes in an_ effort to help two or mor_e 
clients engage in certain behaviors that will lead to a 
19John Pietrofesa, "Self-Concept: 
Development, 11 The Cl_earing House, 
20carter, 9.!:'· cit. 
A Vi tal Faetor in School and Career 
44: 37-38, September, Ul69. 
21Julian Samora, ~·a Haza: Forgotten Americans, (South Bend, Indiana: 










resolution of each client's problems. 22 .r t is considered to be 
professional attempts to help non-psychotic clients to ex8.mine 
and modify this behavior and values through small group inter-
actions.23 
j' 
4. Semantic Differential: The semantic differential is a combi-
natioll of scaling procedure and controlled aSSociations. The 
-j subject is provided with a concept to be differentiated and a 
l set of bipolar adjectival scales against which to do it. The 
· subjecfs task is to indicate for each item (pairing· of a con-I cept with a scale) the direction of his associB.:liDn-anfl-i+s-:icn-----






5. Academic Achievement: Standardized achievement test (The Com-
prehensive Test of Basic Skills) scores in reading, language 
and arithmetic. 
6o Machismo or Macho: These terms are used by most Mexican-Ameri-
cans in referring to males. It means being masculine, having 
strength and courage. 25 
VI. S!Jl\!MARY 
The first chapter of thi:? report has given an intr.oductJ.on to the 
dissel~tation, stated the problem, reported on the (1~t~·nLfi.cunce o:f: the 
study, explained the rationale ior the treatments, ou.tlined the as sump-
tions and limitations upon whicll the study is based and defined the im-
port ant ·terms used in the report. 
There will be four additional chapters to complete the remainder 
' ' of ·this research study. They will be as follows: (1) Chapter II: Re-
view of the Literature Related to this Study, (2) Chapter III: The De-
sign and Procedure of the Study, (3) Chapter IV: Presentation and 
22John D. Krumboltz and Carl E. Thoresen, Behavioral Counseling Cases 
and Techniqu<'> . .'::• ·(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964). 
23Alan Anderson, "Group Counseling," Review of Educational Research; 
39:209, April, 1969. 
24charles Osgood, et al., The Measurement of Meaning, (Urbana, Illinois: 












Discussion of the Collected Data, and (4) Chapter ·v: Conclusions Based 





REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO THIS STUDY 








educational background, (2) that dealing with group counseling and (3) 
the research f.indings relative to self-concept in tile areas of academic 
achievement, sex differences and ethnic studies. Each of these areas 
will be reviewed separately. 
I. MEXICAN-AMERICMfS 
There appears to be a pauc.i ty of 1:\:terature avail::tblo CiJrJ.eer.rdn~.:; 
Mexican~Americans, but a growing amount of intereat: :i.s now bei:ng di~--
rected toward this -area and more writings at·e becoming available. 
Cultural Background 
In 'the literature relative to the Mexi.can-American culture, most 
authorities emphasize the great differences between this culture and the 
dominant Anglo culture. Many report that the Mexican-American's strong 
cultural ties have prevented him from becoming better assimilated in 





report Mexi.cru1-American cultural values differ 
1
Miles Zintz, Education Across Cultures, (Dubuque, Iowa: . William C. 
Brown Co., 1963). 
2Andrew Schwartz, "Corhparati v~ Values and Achj.evemen.t of Mexican~·Ameri.­
can and Anglo Pupils," ~ooperative Research Program Report No. CSER ~.:!_, 











from Anglo culture in the following ways: 1) in the past, little value 
was placed on education, especially for females, 2) fatalistic feelings 
that man .has little control over his natural or social environment, 3) 
time is to be enjoyed in the fullest and must not be postponed, 4) 
present needs usually have priority over future needs - there is Uttle 
emphasis on delayed gratificab.on, and 5) success is viewed in terms of 
inter-pel'sonal relationships rather than in terms of material acquisi-
tions. Justin
3 
feels tl1at the Mexica.rt-American cultural values of fa-
talism and the laclt of emphasis on delayed gratification are the two 
values that cause the most conflict between Anglo-American and Mexican-
American. 
students, supported Justin rs vJowpoint. He foun.d -that IvTex:i.ean-A.:r·c:t·:Lc.}.D 
students have a much higher bel·i.ef ln fatal..-.i.Hln and lack :inte:r'd:JL -i.n \~k .. · 
laying grati-fication in co~pariHon with AngJ<:.l pupils. The find2ngs 
showed that 55% of the Mexican American pupils, as co1J1Pared to 22% of the 
Anglo group, agreed that planning ahead made people unhappy. Forty-·one 
per cent of the Mexican-Americans and 25% of the Anglo-Americans felt 
it Vias best to live for today and let tomorrow take care of itself. 
More than 90% of the teachers in the school found the Mexican-Americans 
to be fatalistic in outlook. 
3NHal Justin, "Culture Conflict and Mexican American Achj.evement," 
School and S()ciety, 98: 27-8, 1970. 
4rhomas P. Carter, Mexican Amerj_cans in School: 
nal Negl~E_t_, (New York: College Entrance Board, 









According to Hayden and Johnson, the Mexican-·Americrul family is 
a tightly knit patriarchal society. The father has all the authority, 
a;Lthough the mother is the center of the family. The eldest male child 
inherits the father's authority over the family when the father dies. 
7 8 9 
Carter, Landes and Schwartz report that the male is supero1·dinate to 
10 






enced by the macho (male) role of the father. The boy is taught that he 
is developing into a man and he mnst behave like a man. The boys aTe 
encouraged with the need to establish a masculine image and to defend 
hOnor. The Mexican-American calls this machismo. 
11 
Carter feels this 
may be the reas9n why f-emale teachers have troublE> di-s-cipT.Lning li'ft~s-i.e;:,;o:n~· 
A:meri can boys and "also may partly explain the high drop···ou t_ rate fo1~ 
boys~ A boy is macho J.f he is on his own) ear.ntng money a~l.d self'-f<:u;,:-· 
porting. 
5Robert Hayden, "Spanish Americans in the Southwest, Life-Styles Pat-
terns and Their Implications," Welfar·e and Review, April, 1966, p. 20. 
6Kenneth R. Johnson, Teaching The Culturally Disac!vru1taged Pupils, 
(Chicago: Science Re-search Associates, Incs, .October, 1966). 
7carter, ~cit. 
8Ruth Landes, Culture in American Educat~, (New York: Wi'l.ey Co,, 
1965). 
9schwartz, ~)2~1 t. 






12 113 Samora and Berna have found that Mexican-Americans In most in-
stances speak both Spanish and English, which indicates a strong tena-
city in maintaining their culture. 
14 
Bernal also reports that the Mexi-
cau-Ameri.can has maintained his language for at least five generations, 
which is longer than any other ethnic group in the United States. He 
Spanish language television and radio programs, newspapers and movies. 
Justin
15 
feels that if a group speaks a foreign language and if 
they hold on to a culture that is incompatible to the dominant culture 
they will be subjected to discrimination. He also states that the Mexi-
can-American has the cha-racteristics of a dark skj.n and differe-nt cu~ · 
toms 1 which make him physically dlfltinguishable f.r(;.:t tile Anglo JYiajcr:i.ty. 
The differences add -_to the possibility that the MEL'~ican.~·/'imer.i.ca.n wj"Jl 
be di sc1'l.minated against. 
Rivera
16 
states that the best solution to the problem of the Mexi-
can-Americans' culture conflict with Anglo culture is for the schools to 
teach the Mexican-American students more about their culture. These 
students need pride in their ethnic background in order to develop a 
12samora, op.:__.9it. 
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sense of identifi.cation. Cultural pluralism is the strongest and best 
solution, because the person can identify with his ethnic culture and 
heritage on one hand ru1d still be a good American citizen; By fuzing 
both cultures, a new and better whole should emerge. The Mexican-Ameri-
can wants to add the values of his cultural and historical roots of Mexi-
co to American society as. a contributl.on to our nation. 
Educational Background 
Education, like other areas concerning Mexican-:Americans, suffers 
from a scarcity of literature and research. The research that is vail-· 
able indicates that Mexicru1-Americans have been neglected in their edu-
cation and, therefore, have done poorly in school.· 
17 
Carter, who has·- perhaps WTi tten the most ext8TI.~Ji. ve and j_Eforma·::·._tvo 
book concerning the ~ducation of Mexican-Americans l'Gports that .L:~. th\~ 
first 30 years of' this century the concern of ·the ::~:tjor.ity for the 
schooling of Mexican-Americans was negligible. Educators shared socie-
ty's view of the Mexican-American being an outsider, a person who was 
not expected to participate fully in American life. Little was done to 
remedy the educational problems of Mexican-American children. Most 
dropped out of school upon completing the primary grades. 
18 
Carter gives 
an example of early twentieth century educational Uterature relating to 
Mexican·-Americans by quoting this 1914 statement of McEwen: "Just so 
surely as Booker T. Washington is right in saying that Tu~kegee and 
similar institutions are the ultimate solution of the Negro problem, so 
surely is the same kind of education the necessary basis upon which to. 
build a thorough and complete solution of the Mexican problem .. Like the 
17 









Negro the Mexicans are a child-race without the gene1·ations of ci vili-
zation and culture back of them which support the people of the United 
States. 11 
During the depression and aiter, many rural Mexl.can-Americans moved 
to the cities and brought their problems to a wl.cter consciousness. Edu-
ca. tors during the 1930's and_AD-'-s-beg-an-t<>-see-t·lJ:eSCfiool as a method of 
acculturating the Mexican--Americans. School programs for them empha-
sized vocational and manual arts training, English, health and cleanli-
ness and the learning· of such American values a.s punctuality. World War 
II brought some more changes with the development of intercultural edu-
cation. This was a gesture toward the appreciation of Latin American 
cultural heritage and a means to strengthen the ''c~!ud 1\"eJ.f;J•bor PoJ.j.c.y 11 




Farmer and Parsons indicate that the schools o:( the Suuthwest ha.ve 
directed thel.r education toward the Anglo pupils and ignored the Mexi-
can-American~ 
23 
Samora reports that this. neglect caused Mexican-Ameri-
can parents to develop an attitude of resignation concerning education. 
Carter24 reports that schools have categorized the Mexican--American 
21George L. Farmer, Education: The Dilemma of the Spanish Surname 
Alnericans, (Los Angeles: School of Education, University of Southern 
Califor"llia, 1968). 
22Theodore Parsons, "Ethnic Cleavage in a California School," Unpub·· 
lished Doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, 1965. 
23s amor a, .':'E.:.~~. 






as a vocational, or an agricultural, worker type. He feels that this 
catego_rization has unconsclously encouraged Mexican-Americans to fail 
academically and drop out early. This has also caused Anglos to be-
lieve that Mexican-Americans are inferior and lack initiative, and this 
i attitude persists today. 




tural town in the Southwest during the 1960's substantiates Carter's 
opi.nion that schools have discriminated against the Mexican-American. 
The study reports that in one school a teacher, upon being asked why she 
had an Anglo boy lead Mexican-American boys out of the classroom to the 
playground, explained that the Anglo'boy's father owned a big ranch and 
that one day the boy would have to learn how to di.:;_';:-:c-t il).(-;x.i.ean wox·k.e::.'.:L 
Another tc-acher had 1\nglo pupils help Mexj_can-A.me::.:·ica.ns .t'ec:i.te in cl;;; __ p~:. 
She said the reason for this was that the practice draws the Anglo pu-· 
pils out and gives them feelings of importance. The school principal, 
in explain;_ng the grouping in reading, said, "We thoug·ht that wh.i te 
chi l:tlren would get more out of school if they could worl< faster and hot 
be slowed down by Mexicans. We thought the Mexican kids would do bet-
ter wo:rk if they were in classes geared more to their level. We thought 
that maybe we could give them some special attention. Everyone is happy 
about tho grouping programG. The MGxican parents have never said any-· 
thing, but the l<icls in school are doing better. I guess the Mexicans 
are more comfortable in their ovm group. 11 
25Parsons, op; cit. 
26r.oid. 
26 
Parsons also reports that 
-17-
sociometric tests given to the Mexican-American children showed that 
they also shared the view held up to them that Anglos are smarter. 
Lately, Mexican-Americans have become restless and much of their 
mili taucy has been directed at education. Erickson
27 
gives an example 
of this militancy by quoting Rosalind Mendez, a graduate of an East Los 
Angeles h.igll school, who said: 
From the time we first begin attending school we hear about how 
great and wonderful our United States is, about our democratic 
American heritage, but little about our splendid and magnificent 
Mexican herftage and culture. What little we do learn about Mexi-
cans is how they mercilessly slaughtered the brave Texans at the 
Alamo, but we never hear about the ch;.ld heroes of Mexi'co who 
courageously threw themselves from tile heights of ChaJ?Ultepec 
rather than allow themselves and their flag to be captured by the 
attacking Americans. We look for others like ourselves in these 
history books, for something to be proud of fo.:r.' bei.aE;;,' a .M8x.ic~an 
a11d all we see in books, mag·azi.nes, fj_lms and .;.·elr.~v:i.f:.i or: sh.o·g,s ~.n·e 
stereotypes of a dark, dirty, smelly man with :'1. -~~equ i. .L:t bot tio i.n 
one hand, a. dripping taco in tlle other, a sarape wrappecl around hj_Iil 
and a big sombrero·. But we are not the dirty, ~'ti11k_j ng winoB that 
the Anglo world would like to point out as Mexicau. We beg.J.n to 
thinl<;: that maybe the Anglo teacher iS right, thai maybe we- are in-
ferior, that we do not ·belong in this world, that as some teachers 
actually tell students to their face - we should go hack to Mexico 
and quit causing problems for Ame:dca. 
Ste.iner 1 s 28 interviews with Mexican-American youth support Rosa-
lind's commentary. He feels that many Mexican-Americans develop an in--
ferio.ri ty complex about their race because of what is taught in schools. 
- 29 · A I I Er~ckson feels that young Mex~can~ mericans ww spea < out are educa-
tion 's best frtends because they are worl<ing to bring changes in 
27charles A. Erickson, nUprising _In the Barrios, II Americrul Education_, 
4:29-31, November, 1968. 
28stan Steiner, La Raza: The Mexi.can Americans, (New York: Harper and 
Row Publishers, 1970). 











education since it affects them most intimately. They themselves have 
probably been vj.ctims of our schools. They have seen the hopes and 
dreams of brothers and sisters, friends and children destroyed by a sys-
tem which has been indifferent to their needs. They are not talking 
about destroying the system, only of. improving it. United States Com-
missioner of Education Harold Howe_II_i.s-que-tecl-by-Erra~0 as hav:lng 
told the National Conference on Educational Opportuni tj.es for Mexicru1-
Americru1s in April, 1968 that our schools have failed to meEt the needs 
of helping Mexican-Americ811S reach their full potential. 
Statistics on the education of Mexican-Americans reported by 
31 32 . 33 
Bernal, Coleman a11d Carter indicate that these students have one 
of the highest drop-out :rates found among all ethr.ic: ~~:r.o-up.:1 in the 
Unl ted States and do poorly on intelligence tests, f-Jtru~.daJ:""d.ize.·:i ach.ieve-
ment tests and school grades as compared to Anglo peers. Colc·H!ct-:.:;. 1 ~34 
study found Mexican-Americ811S rank fourth among six ethnic groups com--
pared on achievement test scores.- The rru1king of these groups on the 
achievement tests was in the following order: white, Oriental, American 
Indi811, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican and Negro. Eig·hty-five per cent 
of the Mexicru1-American students in this sample ranked below the other 
30E · k · t ,r1c. son, op. c1 . 
32 









white group. Their reading and verbal ability was found to be two 
years behind the white students in sixth grade and three and a half 
y('ars behind by twelfth grade. This national. sample also indicated that 
Mexican-American pupils in relation to other ethnic groups: 1) rank 
high in determinatim to stay in school,. be good citizens and attend 










equally high occupational aspirations, 4) have the lowest self-concept 
and 5) express a much lower sense of control over their environment. 
Gordon' s
35 
findings contradict Coleman's of equally high occupational 
aspirations, in that he found Mexican-Americans have lower apsirations 
than do other whites who live in the same neig;hbo"hor-r1, 
Additional statistical facts concerning the ed_c;crtt 1.r.)n o:E Li.exicn.nqH 
Americans which are pertinent to this study include the J:oJ.low:Lng: 
36 
1) Bernal has found that the average Mexican-Ame;:ic2J.1 drepf! out of 
school by the seventh grade. In California 73.5 per cent drop out of 
high school before graduation. Texas has· the highest drop out rate for 
Mexican-Americans - approximately 80 per cent drop out prior to high 
school graduation, 2) Carter
37 
adds that Mexicru1-Americans start out in 
school fairly close to other white pupils in all measured achievement 
·and remain close until third or fourth grade. After the beginning of 
intermediate grades these pupiLs begin to fall progressively further and 
35' ' Wayne Gordon et al., Ect,LJCat.lonal 
can·~American Youth in Metropolitan 
California Center For the Study of 
Office of Education, 1968). 
3 ~ernal, op. cit. 
37ca1·ter · t 1 op. Cl. • 
Achievement and Aspi.rations of Mexi-
Context, (Los Angeles: University -of 




further behind other white achievement norms, Research indicates mental 
withdrawal takes place and is displayed by boredom, failure to work, in-
attentiveness and discipline problems beginning from third to sixth grade. 
Boys withdraw mentally earlier than do girls. It is almost impossible 
to compare the achievement of Mexican-American and otl1er white peers 
over twelve years of age because s_a-man-y-Mexi<:m:JFA:mericans have dropped 
out. 'l'he Mexican-Americans who do reach the last years of high school 
are similar to their peers, since the diverg-ent ones have long since 
dropped out. 
38 
Carter continues with the information that Mexican-
Americans do almost as well as other white counterparts in spelling, 
grannnar fundamentals and arithmetic achievement, almost appJ:'oaching lo·-
cal or national norms. However, they score very lc:'.\' in· laugu8ge s,xts 
39 
areas. 3) Grebler found that despite the role of ',vowen tn trad:i.tiona:t 
Mexican cultuTe the average amount of schooling is ato,Jt the same for 
males and females. 4) Mexican-Americans are underrepresented in college 
attendance. In CaUfornia it was found that only 7. 42% Spanish surnamed 
pupils attended junior colleges, whereas 13.30% of the school population 
in the state was Spanish surnamed as of 1966, The pupils who do begin 
college suffer a higher attri t;_on rate than do other groups. Males ap--
pear to have a lower college drop out rate than do the females. 5) Ca:r·-
ter 40 found that Mexican-American youngsters perform bettel' in schools 
having a low percentage of minority group pupils, especially in 
38carter, op. _9i 1;_. 
39Leo Grebler, "The Schooling Gap: Signs of PJ:'ogress," Mexican-American 
£_!_udL_Project 1 Advance Report No. 7, (Los Angeles: University of Cali-







elementary and junior high schools. Other-white pupils are not affected 
by the school's ethnic makeup. This indicates that ethnically mixed or 
s~hools having a majority of other white pupils helps to improve the 
Mexicim-American academic achievement~ 
41 
6) Carter reports that Peal 
a.'1d Lambert's (1962) research on biling-ualism showed the biling-uals of 









a11d non-verbal intelligence tests. This study was considered one of the 
best conducted in this area because of careful control of socio-cultural 
factors and widespread testing in six Montreal French schools. As a 
general rule it has been found that children entering school directly 
from Mexico achieve better than United States-borr~ r;Te.::c\..t:'.a .. D,·-AJne:l·icrr~1s. 4_?, 
7) Research indicates that othe!.' white and Mexicml ~}:!?10J.~.tcan tr.)-acherr.: 8f',-
















41 Carter, op.~. 
42Ibid. 
43Ibid. 
45 Carter, op. _cit. 
46N · t ava, op. cJ. :. 
47 Farmer, op. cit. 
4~ernal, op. cit. 
49Erickson, op. cit. 
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50 
Barba, to mention a few writers, report that schools should teach the 
Mexican-American pupils about their culture, language and heritage. 
I 
Students need to find out about Mexican contributions to United States 
society. 
51 
Barba, in continuing the discussion, states that if the 
! schools become better able to guide Mexican Americans in their bicu -







be an asset for personal and nati.onal security. 
Carter
52 
adds that few Mexican-Americans have benefited from our 
educational system. Mexican-Americans find little rf)ward in education 
and are, therefore, not motivated. Tl1ey find school punishing and so 
do not achieve and persevere. 
53 
Samora feels that Jn ou.r ~~r.-:.et.;;::Ly, edn·-
cation has been the means for upward social mobility fo:c lllOI:•t (-J·t:rm:Lc 
groups, but education has not been nearly so effect l ue foJ.' the Mex:i. can~ 
American~ 
L1.terature concerning the cultural background and education of 
Mexican-Americans has been reviewed. Many writers report that the great 
differences between the Mexican-American culture and the Anglo culture 
and the proximity of the Mexican border have caused the Mexican-American 
to retain his culture longer than any other ethnic group, 
















The review of educational literature indicates that Mexican-Ameri-
cans have a record of poor achievement, a high drop out rate and are 
discontented with the schools. Many authorities feel that the best way 
to improve the Mexican-American's educational achievement is to provide 
these pupils with bicultural education .. It is felt that bicultural ~u~-~---
____ j ___ '-___ _'c:"a:t~·J.:· -:o:n~n._la:-;,_•~m..,o=t~i~v~a_t_e_t-he-Mexi~erican to improve in educatlonal 










Research findings of the authorities indicate the following educ.a-
tional facts pertinent to this study: l. Other-white and Mexican-Ameri-
can teachers are equally as effective with Mexican-American pupils in 
school. 2. MexiCan--American pupils begin to fall 1-.H>lti:nct acwJ.cmic:ot:U.y 
at the be inning ·of third or fourth grade leVel~ 3. Me·);:i can··,d.htt:"Y'J Cr.JJ! 
pupils seem to achieVe better iri majority schools. 4. l\llexi.cr.>J"J.-br:1-t'fl. ptl"'' 
pils seem to achieve b~tter in school than do the na:U. ve-bor;::~. Mexican-
Americans. 5. Both Mexican-American males and females appear to receive 
about the same amount of education. Boys appear to withdraw mentally in 
school earlier than do girls. 
II. GROUP COUNSELING 
Resea.rch is meager in the area of counseling at the ('lementary 
school level and in counseling of ethnic minorities. There has, hOwever, 
been much research conducted in group counseling at the secondary school 
level. 
54 
Kl·umbol tz defines group com1seJ.ing as consisting of whatever 
54John D. Krumboltz and Carl E. Thoresen, Behavioral Counseling Cases 








ethical activitiea a counselor undertakes in an effort to help two or 
more clients engage in certain behaviors that will lead to a resolution 
of each client's problems. He feels that there are two main reasons for 
having· group counseling rather than individual counsell.ng, which are: 
1) greater effectiveness and 2) efficiency. Its efficiency is in the 
fact that a counselor can help-more-th-an one chent in the same amount 
of time. usually devoted to just one student. A stronger justification 
for group counseling is in the area of effectiveness: In many cases 
clients learn better from one another when they are in a group si tua.tion. 
Dinkmeyer
55 
adds that the main purpose of group counseling is to facili-
tate the educational process. Pupil~; tend to feel more e.om:fortai>L; .i.u a 
group with their- peers rather th;;::n in a one-to-o:ne rsl::l.t:i.ons:h:Lp v-:i t.:'l 
adults. 
56 
Mowrer feels that because of its efficienc::/' all.d ef:f.ecti ve.ns;.,;fJ J 
group counseling is the wave of the future. 
Research regarding t~e basic question of comparing the e:f.fective-
ness of group counseling and individual counse15ng. shows .inconsistent 
f d H 
57 · · · tl .h f 1" . ht "' ld d G d in ings ~ ewer 1 ~n revJ.eWlng 1e researc o vr~g , .... o s an ·az a, 
reports that their findings indicate that both counseling methods are 
equally effective. 
58 
Gazda reports· that Davis' (1959) research indica1ed 
that students who received group guidm1ce showed significant gains in 
-----·---
55Don Dinkmeyor, Developmental Group Counseling, (ChJ.cago: DePaul Uni-
versity School of Educ~ti.on, 1968). 
56 H !I ( u · O.H. Mowrer, Preface, In George Gazda and Mary Larsen 1 A Compr-e-
hensive Appraisal of Group and Multiple Counseling Rpsearch, n Journal 
of Research and _Development. in Educati.on, Winter, 1968, p.l. 
57 
Vi vi an H. Hewer, "Group Cmmseling," The Vocational Guid<t_Tl:~~--(l~_arterly, 
16: 250-l' 1968. 
58George M, Gazda and Mary Larsen, .~J.?.Il.Ena.l __ of H<J_:'l~~}': ... ''.nd_J:!.evelopm~!:..JE. 




citizenship grades as compared to those who received individual coun-
seling. No other research was found concerning the comparison of group 
and individual counseling. However, it would appear that if two or more 
-l 
1 
clients are in need of similar counseling, then group_ counseling would 
be the most efficient because of the opportunity for the counselor to 









Group Counseling Research in Elementary and Secondary School~ 
As previously mentioned, there are few studies concerning group 
1 1 J l J k 59 w. l J 60 J 61 counse ing at the e ementary .eve· " ac son, 1.n~ .e-r, ensen, and 
Ney
62 
have all found that grou.p eounseling; produced uig:n.Jfie-ant gn'Lru:-1 ~.n. 
academic 8.chieveri1ent of elementa1~y school pupils. 
63 
Lo•:Jato found. that 
group counseltng .improved the self-concept and school adjl.urt:mr:mt of el0--· 
mentary schoolpupils rather than lteademic aehievement. 
Similar studies coneerning group counseling in the secondary school 
59Robert Jackson, "Results of Early Identifications aild Guidance of Un-
derachievers," Cooperative Research Project No. S-153, (La Crosse, Wis-
consin: State University of Wisconsin, October, 1966). 
60Ronald Winkler, et al. , "The Effects of Selected Counseling and. Reme-
dtal Techniques on Underachieving Elementary School Students-," Journal 
. of __ Counseling Psychology, 12: 384-o7, December, 1965. 
61G. E. Jensen, "Small-Group Counseling For Underachieving Primary 
School Children," (In Driver, H.I., Counseling and Learning Through 
·Small Group Di_fl.~.!!..ion), (Madison, Wisconsin: Monona Publications, 1958), 
pp. 286-90, 
62L, Ney, "A Multiple Counseling Project for Underachieving Sixth Gra-
ders'; (In Driver, H. I., Ibid) pp, 291-93. 
63Francis 
titude in 
Lodato et al. , "Group Counseling· As a Method of Modifying At-










level were the following: 
64 65 66 67 
Baymur, Roth, Broedel, Benson and 
M D . J.
68 
d d l 1 e an:te reporte positive aca emic ac 1ievement as a resu~ t of group 
counseling in their studies. 
69 70 
Rappoport and Caplan found no change 
in academic achievement; however, significant gains in the self-concept 
and school adjustment of secondary pupils resulted from group coun-
seling. 
71 
Chestnut in reviewing group counseling J.i terature, stated that 
few studies indicated that group counseling produced improvement in aca-
demic achievement. He adds that investigators have usually found some 
subjects gained in achievement, while others remained at the same level 
6 4saymur and C. Patterson, 
Underachieving High School 
7:83-90, 1960. 
65Robert Roth et al, , 111I'he Non-Achievement Syndrome 1 G:conp 'l'hDr.dpy H~Jd 
Achievement Change, 11 Personnel and g-uidance Journal) 46~ 393-9b, 1967, 
66 
J. W. Broedel, "A Study of the Effects of Group Counseling on the Aca-
demic Achievement and Mental Health of Underachieving Gi.fted Adoles-
cents," Dissertation Abstracts, 19:3019, · 1959. 
67Ronald Benson and Don Blocker, "Evaluation of Developmental Counseling 
with Groups of Low Achievers in a High School Setting," School Coun~ 
~. 14:215-20, 1966. 
68naro1d McDaniel and Boyd Johnson, "Effects of Group Counseling on 
Achievers and Under-Achievers, 11 Journal of Secondary Education~ pp. 136-
139, Marcil, 1969. 
69oavid Rappoport, "Small Group Counsel.ing," The School Counselor, 
15:121, Novemb0r, 1968. 
70 II Stanl0y Caplan, The Effects of Group Counseling on Junior Hlgh School 
Boys Concepts of Themselves in School," Journal of CounseU.ng _Psycho log;,::, 
4:124-28, 1957. 
71 ,, 
William Chestnut, The Effects of Sb·uctured and Unstructured Group 
Counseling on Male College Student 1 s Underachievement," Journal of Coun-












or became worse. 72 Gazda and Larsen, who thoroughly reviewed 104 group 
counseling studies conducted between 1938 and 1967, found that approxi-
mately 50% of the results indicated improvement in academic achievement 
and 20% found improvement in self-concept. They further state that the 
majority of these studies reporting significance came from simple uncon-
trolled descriptive research studi_e-5-.-I-n-c-on.--clusion, they state that 
group counseling research is therefore inconclusive. 
Group Counseling Research With Ethnic Minorities 
73 
Amos reports that past research concerning the counseling of mi-
nority students is very meager, therefore,. it is difficult to evaluate 
the effects of counseling on th-0::-:e pupils. On~i. oX t:l1c~ few rc::nen~cct. 
studies conducted on the counseling of Mexican-AJneJ.A'·.caJ1 $tude~n:,-s l."<l.f.~ 
74 
been reviewed by Kli tg aard, who reports that r\:ar:U.n _Tucke.~ ... i a. ca:.n! -~ 
selor in a San Jos-e high schOol conducted g:roup c..qunseling sessio11s with 
Mexican-American "tudents concerning ·their special problems and the cul.-
tural differences of their ethnic group in comparison to the Anglo cul-
ture. As counseling progressed, the pupils began to take pride in their 
heritage and also showed improvement in the;ir acade:mic ach_ievement. · 
Many of these pupils became student leaders and also received scholar-
ships to various universities. In concluding, lUi tgaard 
75 
states that 
.72George Gazda _and Mary Larsen, "A Comprehe_nsive Apprai'sal of Group and 
Multiple Counseling Research," Journai of Research and Development In 
Education, 1:68-107, Winter, 1968. 
73Wil1iam Amos and Jean Grambs, 
(Englewood Cliffs; New Jersey: 
Counseling the Di sadvan_tagecl Youth, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1968). 
7 4Guy C. "l.'tgaard, "A Gap I c Br'dged," .n. ~ _ :: .... Journal of Secqndary Educat;ion 1 





the results from this study indicate that group counseling can produce 
successful results with Mexican-American pupils. 
Another study concerning group counseling of minority group pupils 
was conducted by Gilliland, 
76 
who counselled black high school students; 
the results showed significant gains in academic achievement f,or both 
males and females. 
-----\---------~From the research reviewed, the investigator has concluded that 
group counseling could be successful in improving the academic achieve-
ment and self-concept of Mexican-American pupils. The issue would be 
what methods or approaches might be most effective with Mexican-American 
students. 
77 78 79 80 ' 81' 82 





are amo'.tg many· who feel tJ1n.t teach.erH '-'-nd C(IUll-
selo:rs should instruct the studt'":!nts about their. ovn: . .Mexie~l.Tl-A..me~tic? .. :u 
culture and value's. Successful I1Aexi can·~American 1ear.1ers who ax'e 
7~url Gilliland, "Small Group Counseling With Negro Adolescents In a 
Public High School," Journal of Counseling Psyehology, 15: 147-52, 1968. 
77Bernal, op .. ci!. 
78Helen Rowan, "A Minority Nobody Knows," The Atlantic Monthly, 21.9:47-
52, June, 1967. 
79samora, op, cit. 
80carte:r, op. __ ei t;. 
81E:rickson, op. cit, 
82Fa~·mer, op. cit. 
83Ramirez, op.:_ cit. 
84nenry Gonzales, "Hope and Promise: Americans of Spanish Surname," 




contributing to United States society should be brought to school to dis~ 
cuss career attainment and the advantages of remaiiling in school* Bio-· 
graphies about Mexican--American heroes should be made available to the 
pupils. These types of bicultural programs should help the pupils gain 
pride in their heritage and thus aid in motivating them toward being 
successful in school. By providing an acceptl.ng ruuLhelp~uJ.-envi-ronmm 
this should aid the pupils in gaining identification within the two cul-
tures and also enable them to select the· best of both cultures without 
having to reject either. 
85 
Hawk supports the feelings of teaching and counseling of pupils 
with a bicultural approach by reporting that a child usually identifies 
with a11 ethnic group at an early age. If the value:' o:[ the ch:ll.d's ::r:,•:.·· 
culture ai·e unique m1d if there j.s cleavage between thJ;:{ subcu.l ture aJHJ 
the dominant culture, then the chj.ld must be assured by th1:; scbooi thn.<; 
86 87 
he belongs a.nd- is cared fo.r .. Hogg and Ether also concur by statiilg 
that schools need to become socially relevant and must concern them-
selves with the development of the self-identity of all pupils. If the 
schools fail to recognize cui tural pluralism, then they encourage the 
socJal problems of the cui turally different youth - dropping m1t, un~ 
employment, ·hostility and withdrawal from society. 
This review indicates that research is needed concerning tl1e type 
of group counseling approaches or techniques that would be most effective 
85Travis Hawk, "Self Concepts of the Socially m.sadvantaged," ~lementarz 
School Journal, 67: 196-206, January, 1967. 
8 fi.r'homas Hogg and Marlin McComb, "cultural Pluralism: Its Implications 
for Education," Educational Leadership, 27:235-38, December, 1969 •. 
87 John Ether, "Cultural Pluralism and Self Identity,'' Educational Lea-



















with minority group youngsters, The traditional g;roup counseling ap-




involving problems of 
adjustment, feelings of self, learning of achievement and study skills, 
discussions of school, family, teacher, peers and other problems, is the 
most common type of group counseling method employed by most counselors 
and might be one method tested with minor· Ly~g"X'<JHp~youngsters. Another 
type of g>:oup counseling approach could involve the bicultural coun-
seling as suggested by the experts concerned w:l th problems of the Mexi-
can-Americans. This approach, as mentioned previously, would involve 
teaching the pupils about their culture and heritage. Successful 
speakers of Mexican-American heritage, who have contributed to our so-
ciety, could -be brought to the sehool. Biographief.~ abm.d; fE~mou.r.:l 1lex.>-· 
can-Americans could be furnished to these pupils ar;._-:1 e::ottld be di~·cun;:;~(;·HL 
Other materl.als might be films, film- strip15' and rec-l}_rt~s pe:r.-t.ai.niJJe..:- tr-. 
llfexican-Amerl.can culture. Field trips to Mexica11-American museums would 
also appear to be pertinent in this type of counseling approach. This 
type of counseling approach may help develop the pupils' pride in their 
ethnic identity and thus lead to motivation i11 academic achievement. 
This approach stressing the development of pride in ethnic identity a11d 
the tradi tionaJ. approach should be tested and compared for effectiveness 
with Mexican-American pupils. 
Group counseling encompasses many different objectives. Many 
BBn· km •t . 1.n eyer, !;!P· c~ . 
89Merri tt Oelke and Merle M. Olson, "An Evaluati.on of Discussion Topics 













authorities agree that group counseling is advantageous over individual 
counseling because of time efficiency and the effectiveness of learning 
from peers. 'fhe literature concerning group coLtnseling studies ;_ndi-
cates lnconclusi ve re.sul ts concerning its effectiveness in the improve-
ment of academic achievement and self-concept. Many writers feel that 
Mexican-American pupils may ai th.,-mes-t~!Jel"fefit from a counseling ap-
preach that stresses the development of pride in ethnic identity. Ex-
perimental studies are needed to determine which type of group coun-
soling approach would be most helpful in developing the self-concept and 
academic achievement of Mexican-American pupils. 
The final· section of this chapter will revievr the l:Lterat'ur<?. p<-:-:.t'Li_"' 
nent to the area of self--concept.. 
III. SELF CONCEPT 
The literature relating to self-concept will be reviewed under four 
general headings. These encompass: 1) self-concept's effect on aca-
demic achievement, 2) the effect intellectual ability has on self-con-
cept, 3) the influence that significant others have on self-concept and 
4) sex differences in self-concept of minority group pupils. 
S 
. 90 91 92 c . 93 
Theorists arbln, Rogers, Snygg and Combs, and oopersmlth 
-------~-~ 
90T. R. Sarbill., "A Prefac-e to a Psychological Analysis of the Self," 
Psychological He view, 59:11-22, 1952. 
91 C. R. Rogers, Client-Centered Therapy, (Boston: Hollghton Mifflin Com~ 
pany, 1951). 
92n. Snygg and A. W. Combs, Individual Behavior, (New York: Harper, 
1949). 
93stanley Coopersmith, "A Method for Determining Types of Self-Esteem,'' 


















have stated that the self-concept is of paramount importance in man's 
total behavior pattern. Coopersmith
94 
relates that most theorists 
feel that there are four major factors contributing to self-concept. 
First is the amount of acceptance, respect and concerned treatment a 
person recej. ves from others. Second is a hi story of the person 1 s sue-
sesses. Third is the person 1 s values__and-ai>p±ra·~ions and fourth is the 
person's manner of responding to devaluation. 'rhe ability to reduce 
failures helps to maintain an individual's self-concept. 
~elf-Concept's Influence on Academic Achievement 
The self-concept's effect on academic achievement has been the 
subject of much educational :rese::!rch. .Most findings :L:ndicate tlm_t 
there is a signl.ficant relationshj_p between self-co!~.vept and aecuJernj_c 
achievement. In studies sponsored by the United Sta',:es Office o:f' 
. 95 96 97 98 
Education Coopersnnth, Brookover, Combs, and Bledsoe have 
94sta.nley Coopersmith, "A Method for Determining Types o:E Self-Esteem," 
Journal of Educational Psychologl, 59:87-94, 1959. 
95stanley Coopersmj.th, "Studies in Self-Esteem," Scientific Allm~·ican, 
February, 1968, p. 162. 
9£\ViJ.bur Brookover, A. Patterson and S. Thomas, "Self-Concept of Ability 
and School Achievement I," u.s. Office of Education Research Project No. 
!!_~, (East Lansing, Michigan:--Michigan State UnJ.versi ty, 1962). 
97 A:rtht1r W, Combs and Daniel Soper, "The Relationship of Chi.ld Percep-
tions to Achievement and Behavior in the Early School Years," U.S. Of-
fice of Education Research Project No. 814, (Gainesville, Florida: -
University of Florida, 1963). 
98 Joseph Bledsoe, "Self-Concepts of Children and Their Intelligence, 




shown that self~·concept and academlc achievement are related to one 
another. 
99 100 
Research conducted in various studies by Reeder, Walsh, 
101 . 102 103 104 
Campbell, Flnk, Paschal and Caplan has also found a posi-· 
tive relationship between self-concept and academic achievement. Boyd 
i 105 . McCa11dless, who has rev.J.ewed much of the research in the area of 






with the idea of g·ood-bad or posi ti ve-negati ve relationshi.ps. He de-
fined self-concept as the area of self-evaluations and private experi-
ence, mainly private, although it is partially translated into what a 
person says and does, by his attitudes and by the beliefs he expresses. 
He further states that the self-concept is lea:t~ned ;u1ct ha:::-; propeJ.'t5.e:~ 
simJ.lar to drives. If a person iS good in art, he will work .at n,aiTJ.-· 
taining or improving this sltill. On the other haEd, if he i.a iJoo:c- i.n 
99
Thelma Heeder, "A Study of Some Helationships Between Level of Self-
Concept, Academic Achievement ·and Classroom Adjustment, rr Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, North Texas State College, 1955. 
100Anna Walsh, Self-Concept of Bright Boys With Learning Difficulties, 
(New Yorl<:· Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1956). 
101
Paul B. Campbell, "Self-Concept and Academic Achievement in Middle 
Grade Public School Children," (Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Wayne 
State University, 1965). 
102 . " Martin Flnl<, Self-Concept As It Relates to Academic Underachieve-
ment, n Calj.fornia J·ournal of Educational Research, ·].3:57-62, 1962~ 
l03Billy J. Paschal, "The Hole of Self-Concept in Achievement," Journal 
of Negro Education, 37:392-96, Fall, 1968. 
104M . C J orrJ.s ap .an, 
Achievement,'' -The 
"SeJf-Coi1eept, ·~vel of Aspirati-on and Academi·c 
Journal of Negro Education, 37:435-39, 1968. 
105Boycl McCandless, Children and Adolescents' Dehav:lor and Development, 















speaking, he. will not take up public speaking. 
lOG 
Fl'azier and Combs in 
their research support McCandless' thinking, in that they found most 
failures in spelling and reading are due to a pupil's attitudes in these 
areas, rather than his incapacity, 
107 
Hamacheck agrees by stating 
people live in a manner that is consistent with their self--concept. 
that 
They~~ 
behave like the sort of person ths-y-con<::eive themselves to be. The stu-
------a.aent who eonceives himself a failure type of person can find all kinds 
of excuses to avoid studying, doing classwork ru1d homework or part.ici-
pating in class. Frequently, this person ends up with a lo•v grade 
which he predicted he'd get in the first place. Now this person feels 
he has proof that he is less able. 
ReSearch studies tn the field of self-concept t:nd:leat,::_· tba.t th.c.ro 
is no relationship between self-concept and intellectual ability. 
108 109 . 110 
Walsh, Bledsoe, Lann1ng and Robbins l1ave related that a low 
seLf-concept is the main cause of poor acadeniic achi·evement. 
1ll Brookove:r 
in h;.s research study found that a person's self-concept functions 
l06J, Frazier and R. Combs, "New Horizons in the Field of Research: The 
Self -·Concept," Educational Leadership, 15:315-28, 1958 .. 
107Don Hamacheck, "Self-Concept Implications For Teaching and Learning·," 
School and Community, May, 1969, pp. 18-19. 
108walsh, op:_eit. 
109BJ d . t .e soe, op. c1. . 
11°Fra:nk Lanning and R, Robbins, "Children In Trouble: 'i'he Child Who 
Won't Try," Instructor, 77: 181, .Mar.ch, 1968. 
lllwilbur Brookover, et al., "self-Concept of Ability and School Ad-
justment, II,"· U.S. Office of Education Research Project No, 163~, 









independently fr-om measured intelligence in Pl'edicting academic achieve-
ment. 
112 




found that intelligence and self-·concept were definitely not related. 
Hishiki
113 
compared the self-concept, academic achievement and 
intelligence of sixth grade Mexicrul=Ameri--c-an girls in certain East Los 




Her findings show: (1) the Mexican-American girls had lower self-con-
cepts than the other-white gh·ls. (2) Mexican-American gil"ls who had 
high self-concepts had better academic achievement than did those with 
low self-concepts. She also- compared her results v:dth th8 r::tudJ.(~;.::J of 
. 114 115 1J.6 
F~nk, Brookover and Bledscc::, who used only :J~:hc:::~···~.vhl.te.- f~11h~· 
jects :tn their rese-arch. 1"'he eompa:t"isons showed an c~Jen f~reatcn.• co:r-
relation between self .... ·c·oncept and academic achievemcxlt: for the .Mexican-
American girls than for other-white subjects in all these studies. 
112Hamed Zaharan 
' Adolescents," The 
February, 1967, 
"The Self-Concept in the Psychological Guidru1ce of 
Brit;. sh Jm1rnal of Educational Psychology, 37: 237-38 
ll3Patricia Hishiki, "The Self-Coucept of Sixth Grade Girls of Mexican-
AmericaJ1 Descent," Calif.ornia Journal of Educational Researcl':, 20:56-62, 
March, 1969. 
114r'ink, op. s_it. 
115Brooltover, op. cit. 
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Ausubel and Ausubel, Battle and Rotter, Newton, Witty, " 




and Kvaraceou.s and Grams
123 
have reported that the culturally different and ethnic minorities appear 







discrimination in their own negative self-image. 
124 
Coleman -~f~o-u_n_d~t-h_a~t-~-1 
ethnic minorities, namely Mexican-Americans, li§g_.:t:oe-s-,-Pu-eYto Ricans and 
I 
-----ii-------"I"'n~d=ian-oAmeri-carrs, have a l:::r self-concept than do the Ca.ucasi.an ma-







ties. Xn their research they found disadvantaged youngsternof Negro and 
117 A. Ausubel and P. Ausubel, "Ego Development Among Segregated Negro 
Children," in H. A. Passow (editor), Education in Depressecj ___ !\.E'.'.~<'l· (Nell' 
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, CclmnJ::i.a. lhJ-~.-·e.J:·sity; 
1963, pp. 109-41). 
118E. Battle and .J. Rotter 1 ''Children's Feelings· BX!.d. Per~JoT•al Cont:\"(':J. As 
Related to Soctal ClESS and Ethnic Grou£_,_:_;!-O-t~~~a-'1_.~:~ ... ~§:::.~)~~-~~: .. i.:_:t) 31: 
48 2-490, December ,___1fr.63 .. 
119Eunice Newton, "Bibliotherapy In the Development of Minority Group 
Sel:f-Concept," The Journal of Negro Education,38:257-65, Sununer, 1969. 
120P. S. Witty, 'fhe Educationally Retarded '!lld Disadvantaged, (Chicago: 
National Society for the Study of Education, l966 Yearbook, ·p. 384). 
121Robert Havighurst and Thomas Moorefield, ·"The Disadvantaged in In-
dustrial CiU.es," in P. S. Witty (editor), The Edueationally Retarded 
and Disadvantaged, (Chicago: National Society for the Study of Educa·· 
tion, 1966 Yearbool<, pp. 8-20). 
122Abrahrun Tanenbaum, "socJ.aJ and Psychological Considerations in the 
Study of the Socially Disadvantaged;' in P. S, Witty (Editor), The Educa-
tionally Handicapped and Disadvantaged, (Chicago: National Society fOl' 
the Study oi~ Education, 1966 Yeal'book; pp. 40·-63). 
123w. Kvaraceous and J. Grams et al., "Negro Self-Concept: Implications 
for School and Citizenship," U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C., 
1964. 
124coleman, op. cit. 
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Puerto Rican ancestry in grades four and six in New York City to have a 
slightly higher self-concept than did middle-class white youngsters in 
other New York City schools. They concluded that these findings are 
probably not accurate, because the Caucasian youngsters had to compete 
with other middle-class Caucasians like themselves; whereas the school 
of the disadvantaged Negro and Ruer-te-R+can pupils was only composed of 
those two ethnic groups. Carter
126 
found contradictory results from his 
study with ninth grade Mexican-American pupils in California. The Mexi--
can-American pupils' self-concepts were similar to the Anglo-American 
pupils. As a group, the Mexican-American pupils i.n the study d:ld not 
feel i.nferor but felt that their teachers considered them to be. 
Signi.fi_cant Others 
Many of the autho1~i ties reviewed emphasized the tmpo.etm:d: role that 
stgnificant others have in the dHvelopment·of a personrs self-concept. 
The investigator ··felt that a discussion of this factor which influences 
the self-concept would add important information to this study. 
In his study conducted over a four-year period of time, Brookovei
27 
found that the perceived evaluations significa11t others (teachers, 
counselor' parents or friends) have of a person have higher correlatj_ons. 
with development of self-concept than any other variable. Ludwig and 
128 
Maehr, : in reviewing the research litel'ature of self-concept,· found 
126carter, op. cit. 
127B I •t roo{ovcr, op.~-~ 
128navid J. Ludwig and Martin L. Maehr, "Changes In Self-Concept and 



















that Mead (1934) and Sullivan (1953) theorized that the development and 
change in the self-concept are caused by the response of significant 
others. Their theory was supported by the reseal'ch studies of Videbeck 
(1962). Maehr, Mensing and Nafzger (1962) and Haas and Maehr (1965), 
who found that the self-concept does vary predictably with the reaction 
of significant others, 
Sex Differences in the Self-Concept of Minority Group Pupils 
Research related to the sex differences in the self-concept of 
minority pupils is meager. However, several studies that providoe perti-
nent information concerning this area have been conducted. 
129 
Soares and Soares conducted research with NE:gTo 8r.~d Pue:eto Hi cm1 
sub .. iects in grades four through eight in New York C:i.ty OlJ eelf--concept. 
Their fJndl.n.gs indicated that the males of both ethD.1.c g:t'c.ups stu.<.Ued 
had significantly higher self-con.eepts than did the females. Carpenter 
and Bnsse
130 
found in their research study with Negro pupils in first to 





indicated that since Mexican-American 
cul tu:re placed females in a subservient position to the males, 
Mexican-American females would most likely have inferor self-concepts in 
comparison to the males. 
129soares and Soares, op. cit. 
130Thomas Carpenter and Thomas V. Busse, "Development of Self -Concept 
in Negro and White Welfare Children," Child Devel.opmen.!;. 4:935-39, Sep-
tember, 1969. 
131carter, op. cit. 




Most of the writers reviewed felt that the self-concept highly af·-
fects man 1 s behavior. They report that there are four major factors 
contributing to self-concept: acceptance, successes, values and the 
ability to reduce failures. 











ment are significantly related. Some authorities felt that the self-
concept affects students' academic achievement even more so than does 
intellectual ability. 
Although research findings are not consistent, the majority of 
writers reviewed reported finding a lower· self-con(:cpt :r::-::;r. m:i~norj:;:y JHl"'' 
pils _in comparison to the majorJ.ty. The findingfJ z,IsD :i.:ndicuted that 
there appeared to be a higher correlatio.1 bet.w€en e.._.::l:f-·concept· and aca·· 
demic achievement for minority pupils as compared to tht ~~ correla":tion 
for majority students. These investigators also reported that male mi-
nori ty group pupils generally had a higher self-concept than did their 
female counterparts. According to the findings cited above, it would 
appeal' that minority pupils 1 self-concepts, in particular, need to be 
enha:n·Ced in order to bring. about improvement in- academic achievement. 
Summary and Conclustons from the Review of the_ Li ter~!ure 
The investigator has concll;ded, after Completing the review that: 
(1) although there is a scarcity of research available concernj.ng Mexi-
c·an...,;Americans, national recognition of this ethnic group is Jncreasing, 
with the objective of improving the lives of these people, (2) the great 
differences between the Mexican-American and the Anglo-American cui ture 

















becoming assimilated and has also caused them to be discriminated against, 
(3) the Mexican-American is one of the least educated citizens of the 
United States and has a very high drop out rate, (4) Mexican-American 
pupils begin to do poorly in school in about the third or fourth grade, 
(5) the Mexican-American is lower in both self-concept ru1d academic 
achievement in comparison_to-the-Ang-lo~A:JnHrl.can, (6} a bicultural type 
of education or group counseling approach may be most beneficial in 
aiding the Mexican-American toward improvement in self-concept and aca-
demic achievement, (7) research findings indicate that self-concept and 
academic achievement are highly related, (8) studies are needed to de-
. termine whether a traditional type of counseling approach or a b:i. eul-
tural type of counseJ.ing approach would be of most hene:fi.t in the :i.m-
provement of the self-concept an.d academic ac....1.ieve:m.snt of Mex:icana··Ame:cJ-. 
can pupils, and (9) such studi'"' would contribute "~:1luablo information 
in the area of the counseling and education of Mexicrul:CAJnericans. 
The literature and research pertinent to this investig·ation have 
been reviewed in Chapter II. The research design and the procedure used 














THE DllSIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
The preceding two chapters presented the background i.nformation 
concerning the study. This chapter will discuss the research design, 
describe the instruments tts_ed-.-t<>-eol-:tetOicThe dat'"• define the population of 
the schools and outline the procedures of the study. A final section of 
the chapter will be devoted to stating the hypotheses al1d problems ana-
lyzed. 
X. RESEARCH DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTS 
In order to analyze the da-ca to be collected .. T .. bc :t'C;~-?archGJ.' wit!t 
Laboratory at the University of the Pacific, desigcc:d ·J;he research pre-· 
cedure and selected the statistical method to be used. An experimental 
pretest·-posttest control group three-way analysis of covariance design 
was selected. This type of design permits three independent variables 
to be correlated to the dependent variable. 
l 
Kerlinger states: 
Analysis of covariance is a form of analysis of variance that 
tests the significance of the differences between means of final 
experimental data by taking into account and adjusting in:l tial dif~ 
ferences in the data. 
The dependent variables of this study wex:e the pre and posttest 
scores of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills and of the Self-Concept 
scores. 'Jihe independent variables considered were: (l) two types of 
lFred N. Kerlinger, Foundation of Behavioral Resea::_~~' (New Yorl<: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc.; 1964). -I 
·-.I -----
I .. ----1 
I 
J 
group com1seling treatment or lack of this treatment, (2) two elementary 
h 1 ( "A" 1 II 11 ) (3) . . sc oo s School and Schoo B , and sex of the pup1ls 1n the 
study. 
Table I, below, graphically presents the 2x3x2 research design used 




TlffiEE-WAY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE DESIGN* 




COUNSELING COUNSELING CONTROL 'NU;JBS ~'EMA.:Ci~;:i J Pretes~-;o_s_t--....,--P-~-A-t;.:---Po_s_t----Pr_e_t::~~:·::~,;~.-r ·····•
1
1 
test --- ~est . test ... I i 
C.T.B.S. C.T.B.S. C.T.B.S. 
.. ····-
SEJ.F~CONCEP:r SELF--GONCEP:r SELF-CONCEP1' 
1-------------+-----------r----------·~------+---. 
Pretest-Post- Pretest-Post- Pretest-Post-
test test test 
C.'l'.B.S. C.T.B.S. C.'l'.B.S. 
SELF-CONCEP1' SELF-CONCEP:r SELF-CONCEPT 
THREE-WAY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE DESIGN* 
* This 2x3x2 research design used in analyzing tile data of this study 
was selected upon tlw advice of Willirun Theimer, Ph.D., Director of 













An additional independent variable considered was the comparison 
of foreign--born to native-born pupils. This comparison was possible 
only at School "B" since approximately 50% of its Mexican-American stu-
dents were foreign-born. A two-way analysis of covariance· design was 
utilized to analyze the data. This type of design permitted the two 
independent variables of: (;L)_Ihicl~thp-loa'3e and (2) treatments to be cor-
related to the dependent variables scores of: 1) C.T.B.S. and 2) Self-
Concept. Table II, below 1 represents the 2x3, two-way analysis of co-
variance design that was used to analyze the above data. 
TABLE II 










Pretest-Posttes_t __ Pret~st-Posttest I Pretest-Posttest 
C.T.B.S. c:r.B.s. C.T.B.S. 
SELF-CONCEPT SELF-CONCEPT SELF-CONCEPT 
. 
Pretest-Posttest Pretes't-Posttest Pretest-Posttest 
C. T .B.S. C.T.B.S. C.T.B.S; 
SEIJi'-CONCEPl' SELF-CONCEPT SELl!"-CONCEPT 
TOTAL POPULATION 66 
*This statistical approach and research t!esign was selected upon the 
advice o;[ William Theimer, Ph.D,, Director of the Educational Research 
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Selection of Self-Concept Instrument 
In a thorough review of the literature concerning the self-concept, 
the investigator could not find a standardized test that measured a 
person's feelings in regard to his ethnic group. A measurement of the 
Mexican·~American pupils' feelings concerning their ethnic group wa 
deemed essential for this research,-si ce the Bicultural Counseling 
------f--'-----Metliod of this study attempted to enhance the self-concept and academic 
achievement by improving the pupils' pride in their ethnic heritage. 
. 2 
Kerlinger reports that the Semantic Differential Technique can be 
applied to a variety of research problems. He also states that the 
technique is reliable and valid for most research p:c..<:tblGltlB, 'r:t.~.c i.tL'H<t··d .... 
ment is flexible and easy to adapt to various rese<J.X'Cil. dema:n::.ts~ :::t is 
al~o quj.ck and economical to adm:Lnister and score. 'l'he Sem0.rd.::Lc lt:Lf·~ 
ferential ·,rechnique was developed by Osgood in 1048. It- pJ:c;v.i.Ues Ior a 
more sensitive. measure of reRPonses which express the meaning certain 
stimuli have for a person.. The subject is given a concept and a set of 
bi-polar adjectival scales on which he is to indicate a position where 
the concept fits for him. 
An example of a concept and the scale used in this study is the 
I following: 
1 (Concept) l;ly Nationality 
(strong) (average) (Neutral) (strong) (average) 
good bad 


























The subject will rate his feelings toward his nationality by placirg 
a check in the space that indicates these feelings. 
Two decisions are involved in making a response. The first in-
volves the selection as to which of the two adjectives best describes 
the concept (My Nationality) to the pupi 1 and the second decision in-
valves the degree to which the-afl-je-ctTve encompassos the meaning. 
of Black Studies on the self-concept of fifth grade pupils taking those 
courses. He found the technique most effective in assessing attitude 







thiS technique W3.S -highly reliable and pi'acti.cal j_J~ .the 11'\:::D.SU:x:c:ne:nt .::d: 
self-concept. Test-·retest correlation were- report ... :<·l as J:ollows~-
7 8 9 
Solley, 0. 87, Helper, 0, 66 to 0. 83 and Osgood, U. 85. 
In light of the review of _the li teratttre prese_,_li:{::::d 1 the re60a.rcher 
3Rodney W. Roth, "The Effects of .Black Studies on Negro Fifth Grade 
Students," Jour-nal of Negro Education, 38:435-39, Fall, 1969. 
~. DiVesta and W. Die!<, "The Test-Retest Reliability of Children's 
Ratings on tile Semantic Differential," Educational and Psychological 
~rement, 26:605-17, 1966. 
5R. Downing, G. Mood and B. Wright, "Studies of Disability: A Tech-
nique for 'l'he Measurement of Psychological Effects, rr Child J)evelopment, 
32:561-75' 1961. 
6H. E. Maltz, "ontogenetic Changes In The Meaning of Concepts as 
Measured By The Semantic Differential," Child Development, 32:667-74, 
1961. 
7c. Solley and ll. Stagner, "Effects of Magnitude of Temporal Barriers, 
Types of Goals and Perceptions of Self," Journal of Experimental Ps:~_­
chology, 51:62-70, 1956. 
8M. Helper, "Parental Evaluations of Children's Self-Evaluations," Jour-
nal of_ Abnormal __ and Social. Psychology, 56:190-4, 1958. 
9Charles Osgood et al., The Measurement of Meaning, (Urbana, Illinois: 











constructed a Semantic Differential instrument to -collect data for this 
study. The vocabulary for the test was selected through the researcher's 
experience in teaching and counseling with elementary school Mexican-
American pupils. The instrument was composed of four subtests, each 
~-- ---- containing twenty-five pairs of bipolar adjectives. Self-concept atti-
tudes were to be rated on the fQ.llowi-ng·-concepts: (l) nationality, 
-----~! __ ------(;<) self, (3) most teachers and ( 4) school. Scoring was tabulated by 
i 
--------l 




assigning one to five points to each item: five for the stro11g~est posi·-
tive attitude, four for the next strongest and so on down the scale with 
one point awarded to the poorest self-concept possible for the item. A 
copy of the instrument is located in Appendix B of tho present sLu£)y. 
!n OJ~der to test the validity -Of thiS j.nStX'Ufller,-t fo:r• th.r: l:iie&E:ur·e-
ment of self-concept, the investigator conducted a pi lot ptudy w.tt.t. 
twenty-nine Niexican.:..Ameri.can pupils at Burbank SehouL in Sb:.t~..::k.\..DrL. The 
Semantic Differential prepared by the res<'!a:rcher and the Coopersmith 
10 
''Self-Esteem InventOJ:y" (SEI) we:re both administered to the students. 
The (SEI) is a fifty item 11 like me,,. "unlike me" questionna:i.re con-
cerning the self-attitudes of students stated in easy l;;:n1guage. The 
11 (SEI) is partially based on items fl•om the Rogers and Dymond Scale. 
12 
Coopersmith worked with over one thousand fifth and sixth grade pupils 
to refine the instrument. He found that the (SEI) scale correlated sig-
nificantly at tho .01 level with tho Iowa Achievement Test Scores. An 
10stanley Coopersmith, The Antecedents of Self-Esteem, (San Francisco: 
W. H. FreemfL'l and Company, 1967). 
11carl Rogers and R. Dymond, Psychotherapy and Personality Change, 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954). 
12sta.nley Coopersmith, "A Method for Determining Types of Self-Esteem," 





























example of an item on the (SEI) is the following: I spend a lot of 
. d . like me unlike me 
t~me day reamlng. Total self-concept is derived 
from the number of high self-esteem items mm•ked. by the subject, This 
score is then multiplied by two. No points are allowed for low se~f~-~----
this study, 
A Pearson r correlation was computed by the investigator for the 
scores obtained on the Semantic Differential and the (SEI) in the pilot 
study. The r's ranged from a high of 0.611 correlation for total Seman-
tic Differential and SEI to 0. 461 correlati em_ (tb.~ Icn.ve::~t) for r.~_.:;o,·;:i u:.H\l-
i ty Semantic Differential ·subte:~t and SEI. The so iindin•z;;::; thc.l'0fOT'>::~ 1 
indteated that the SEI measured approximately 37% c~f si1nila:r· attitudes 
I 
found in the total Semantic Differential mid about 20'% found in the 
nationality subtest. The correlations for all Semantic Differential 
tests with the SEI were found to be significant beyond the :01 level. 
These :Undings, therefore, indicate that the Semanu:c Differential in-
strument constructed by the investigator correlated fairly positively 
with the (Slli) for the pilot study population. Tables III, IV, V and 
VII present .the findings of the pilot study. 
Selection of a Standardized Achievement Test 
·The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills .(CTBS) was selected as the 
standardized achievement instrument to measure the pupils' pre-treatment 
and post-treatment achievement in reading, language and arithmetic. One 
~I 
of the reasons for its selection in the study was that it is the state 
mandated achievement test, administered yearly to all sixth grade public '-I ---:-:-~ 
TABLE III 
PEARSON r CORRELATIONS (SEI) AND SE!f<ANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
(TOTAL) SCORES OF THE PIIIJT STUDY 
Mean Self-Concept Scores 
r = 0.6ll -- p <.OI 
TABLE IV 
PEARSON r CORRELATIONS (SEI) AND SEMANTIC DU'FERENTIAL 
(MOST TEACHERS) SCORES 0:\" TllE P!Wr STUDY 
-48-
------- --------------------------- --·------------· 
(SEI) 
Most Teachers 




r = 0. 490 -- p 
PEARSON r CORRELATIONS (SEI) AND SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
(SCHOOL) SCORES OF Txill PILOT STUDY 
(SEI) 
School 
N ~ 29 df -· 29 
Mean Self-Concept Scores 
56.55 
90.58 























PEARSON r CORRELATIONS (SEI) AND SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
(M\.'SELF) SCORES OF 'l'HE PILOT S',rUDY 
Mean Self-Concept Scores . 
56.55 
9 . 79 
df 29 r 0.527 ~ p 
·TABLE VII 
PEARSON r CORRELATIOl'I'S (SEI) AND SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL 
(NATIONALITY) SCORES OF THE PILOT STUDY 









school pupils :in California. Level 2 of Forms Q and R is designed for 
students in grades four, five and six; tl>erefore, the same level could 
be administered to all the pupils involved in the study. The CTBS series 
is structured with a rationale tl1at delimits the scope of the tests to 
the areas of basic skills needed in the academic disciplines. The tests 
are designed to allow teachers to understand pupils or groups' streng·ths 
and weaknesses in terms of the curriculum. 13 
13verna White, "The Comprehensive Tests of Basic Sldlls: A Rejoinder 







'.Che CTBS Bulletin of Technical Data
14 
reports the following in-
formation concerning the tests 1 advantages for research: 
The CTBS Expanded Standard Score Scale J1as a number of proper-
ties which together make it uniquely advantageous for use in re-
search. The combination of interval scaling, long term stability, 
wide range. of performance covered, and normalcy of distribution 
occur for no other type of scale. Typical standard scores have a 
limited range, Grade egui valents-dG-UGt'-f.ornran--interval scale a11d 
_____ i,----------may-norbe normally distributed. Raw scores present problems when 










An example of a research program which illustrates the use of 
the Expanded Standard Score Scale would be a study comparing the 
performance of an experimental vs. a control group on a pre-post 
testing schedule. The use of Expanded Standard Scores would be in 
keeping with the assumptions of normality of distribution and inter-
val scaling which are necessary for the use of analysis of variance 
or Student's t which might be used to test for significant dif-
ferences in growth between the experimental aw1 control t;.t'G\.i.JJG. 
Other research programs are designed to te':lt for tJ1c -~.rr,pact of 
a change in school policy on basic skills leaJ:ning rates. Many 
such studies al'e lo:ngltudinal in nature requi.r.tng the U-~~-2 .. yf a' 
scale whj.ch will not vary between testi.ng timet\J or whi..::~h ~~i·~;es 
comparable scores independent of the g'l'ades 01.' levels in_,_,.~;l'Fecl. 
For example, when a tax mea.sure fails to pass and clas.scu r:.u.st be 
increased in size because of resulting teacher shortages, one mtght 
be interested in checking the impact of such increased class size 
on the growth· of basic skills across grades, As another example, 
one might wish to compare long-term performance in two similar 
schools, where one school has instituted an innovation in teaching· 
methods or curriculum and the other has not, The CTBS Expanded 
Standard Scores facilitate such longitudinal studies. 
Because of the advantages cited above, it would appear that the 
CTBS was an ideal instrument for this study. An additional feature of 
the CTBS that provided added appeal for the purpose of this study was 
its j_ndependence Of form and level, since an alternate form was adminis-
tered for the post test and the Stockton school (School "A") found it 
more expedient to have their fourth grade students tested with a dif·· 
ferent level of the test. 
14caUfornia Test Bureau, "CTBS - Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills," 
Bulletin of Technical Data No, 2, p. 11, September, 1969, 
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IX, PROCEDURES OF 'rilE STUDY 
The investigator decided to conduct the research in two elementary 
schools in order to improve the generalizabili ty of the findings, Per-
miss;.on to conduct the reses.rch was granted the researcher by_Jackson-----









California (School "B"). The two elementary schools approximately one 
hundred miles apart had a sizeable Mexican-American population. The 
ethnic and racial population of the two schools in percentages during 






















As the investigator became more familiar with the two schools he 
found the following similarities and differences; some of the differen-
ces became variables in the study. 
15stockton Unified School District, Racial and Ethnic Report, (Stock-
ton: Office of the Superintendent, October 21, 1969) mimeog-raphed. 
l~edwood Ci t,y School District, A Report on Alternate Plans to Correct 
Ethnic Imbalance in the Redwood City School Di stri.ct, (Redwood City: 




(School "A") (School "B") 
Jaclrson School (Stockton) Garfield School (Redwood City) 
1. Average I .Q. 89. (119 - 1. Average I .Q. 90.6 (91 - 4th, 
4th, 5th and 6th graders _______ 5~ti;h:jru~l~d:;JG~t~·h:;gr.ad<n·-s-of--Mex+-' ~----
of Mexican-American_des.Ge-n-t---. can-American ancestry. 
-----'1-----------r;orge-Thorndike Test 1959- Lorge··Thorndike Test 1959·· 






2. Working class neighborhood, 
composed mainly of lower so-
cio-economic class (accord-
ing to school officials). 
3. Large elementary school -
650 enrollment ;_n 1970 .. ·71, 




Jaclrson School (Stockton) 
1. Over 50% of the school popu-
lation is o:E minority ethnic 
groups. 
2. Located in an urban community. 
(Stockton is the largest city 
of San Joaquin County, having 
a population of 112,000.) 
· 3. More than 90% of the Mexican-
American pupils were native-
born. 
2. W01'lring class area of the 
city. Most of the popula-
tion would be classified as 
lower income class (accord-
ing to- school officials). 
3. Constdered ::;. largt~ e-1C:!.11e-.nt~JI~y 
schooJ -· e:n:r·.:-:d.lm~:!n t 7 -::~·S :i. 11 
197-0···'i'·t (acco.r;~i_ng to ::-~(·1-!ooJ. 
offiel<~.£>. 
-(School "B ") 
Garfield School (Hedwood City) 
1. More than 50% of the stu~ 
dents belong to· the majority 
ethnic group. 
2. Located in a suburban com-
munity. (Redwood City is 
cons;.dered a suburb of San 
Francisco - its population· 
is approximately 60,000.) 
3. Approximately SO% of the 












The researcher selected the fourth, fifth and sixth grade levels 
because it was felt that the students in those grades were mature 
enough to understand the counseling. presentations and test directions. 
The researcher divided the Mexican-American population at each 
school into two categories: (1) by grade levels - fourth, fifth and 
sixth and (2) by sex from each.-g:toade-lcevel. Prom these two categories 
twelve males and twelve females of each grade level were randomly se-
lected to be in the study at each school. Thus, thirty-six boys and 
thirty-six girls, a total of seventy··two pupils, were selected from 
each sehool to be in the study, for a grand total of one hund:red and 
forty-four pupils in the two schools cOmbined. 'rhe seve:nty-·two ~.1:..(!:-,J<>etr:: 
from each school were adm:ini stered tlle CTBS and Ser,cu.ntic Diffen>nU ,.,;_ 
technique in early November 1970. These test re,9uJ ts were the ])1'8~-·t.EO)st 
data. The post-tests were administered at tho end c'f May 19'11, follow-
ing the completion of the eouni!eling treatments. 
Description of_ Research G>·oups in Both Schools 
The seventy-two subjects from each school were subdivided by 
randomized selection into three main groups eontaining twenty-four mem-
bers (twelve males and twelve females) in equal rep:resentation from 
eaeh of the three grade levels: . The three groups were treated for 
twenty* weekly sessions in the following manner: 
* 
Group #1 - (The Bicultural Counseling group). This group was di-
vided i.nto two subgroups containing' twelve members (six males and 
six females equally represented from each of the three gracle levels) 
'rhe total of 20 group counseling sessions was decided upon by reviewing 
over one hundred group counseling studies. In the review of available 
research it appeared that group counseling conducted over a longer period 











was counseled for forty minutes once a week. The counselor em-
ployed techniques and methods of developing e'th:nic price. Mexican-
American speakers, movie$, film strips accompanied with recordings 
and biographies and literature concerning the culture and heritage 
of Mexican-Americans were provided for the pupils. In addit1on, 
the group was taken on an eight hour field trip to Mission San Juan 
Bautista to visit the museum and view the artifacts of the Mexican, 
Indian and Spanish builders. Group dynamics techniques that in-
sured the parti.cipation of all members were an important facet of I 
the counseling. Similar materials and techniques w~ed-for-------------
this group at both schools. Cot~S-GOlldut;ted on Mondays in I 
Redwood City and on Wednesdays-tn Stockton. 
Group # 2 (Traditional Group Counseling). 'l'his group was selected 
and . subdivided in the same manner as Group # 1 described in the 
previous paragraph. The group received traditional group coun-
seling approach. This approach attemptedto improve the pupil's 
self-concept in scholastic ability. School adjustment along with 
the learning of scholastic skills of listening, studying, preparing 
reports and how to take tests were reviewed a11d discussed. Discus-
sions also involved the -common problems brought up during the &ef> 
sions. Guidance and study_ skilla movies were ;:i.cwed and dL:'('Us.:.:.;:";!d. 
This gl'oup took a field trip to San F:ea:nc.isco. .'\. ~-lan.et;;t.r:Lt.UJl nlhJ'1',1 
concerning space explorati-oDS was seen. 'rhe a(:p_;_~}.rium~ vario1.\.S ;-r,;:; .. c 
seums and the zoo were also visited on this trJ.tJ~ ·which lasted tor 
about eight hours. Group dynamics techniques we.r:e. utiliz,cd by the 
counselor in ordoJ:;' to insure the involveme·nt of a.ll membe:r,·~. '.O.lf~~ 
counseling seSsions were condpcted on Thursdays :i.n Stockton and on 
Fridays in Hedwood City for 40 minutes. 
Group # 3 (Control Group). This g-roup containing twenty-four sub-
jects (twelve males and twelve females equally l'ep:resented from the 
fourth, fifth and si:x:th grade levels) did not meet as a group with 
the resea1·cher. 
The researcher 1 an experienced and certificated school counselor, 
COJlducted tho counseling at both schools. A dated session by session 
. .accounting of the counse:I.ing techniques and materials utilized in Groups 
# 1 and # 2 at each school is loca.ted in Appendix A of the study. 
III. STATISTICAL PHOCEDURES AND HYPOTHESES 
Tho purpose of this research study was to explore the effects of 




















concept of elementary school Mexican-American students. The data were 
collected and treated in four areas: (1) effects of the two types of 
group counseling treatments, (2) school ("A" or "B") attended by the 
students, (3) sex of the subjects and (4) birthplace (native-·born or 
foreign-born) of the students (this comparison was only possible at 
School "B". The possible intel'act;i,Gn-ort:FGatments, school and sex was 
also analyzed. A three-way analysis of covariance research design was 
utilized to analyze the effects of the independent variables: treat-
ments, schools and sex. The relationship between treatments and the 
foreign-born-native-born variable was analyzed by a two-way analysis of 
covariance. 
IBM cards were punched for nach student to inti:' .... c;"i.to the l:ol:UYv'ltug 
da.ta: (l) identi:ftcatton number of the student, (2) p:tacc o:t bi-:etJJ. 1 
(3) school, (4) sex, (5) counseU.ng method or contrnl grm.tp, (6) pn> 
and post total CTBS scores, (7) pre and post reading score~, (8) pre 
and post language scores, (9) pre and post math scores, (10) pre and 
post Semantic Differential scores. This data was then analyzed by an 
electronic computer, utilizing· the MANOVA program. 
Hypotheses of the study 
There are five major hypotheses in this study. They are concerned 
wi fh the relationship between the counseling· 'treatments, schools, sex, 
place of birth and the dependent variables which consist of the scores 
for academic achievement and self-concept. These hypotheses are: 
1. Bicultural group counseling· will produce more significant im-
provement in academic achievement and self-concept areas than 
traditional group counseling or control. 
2. Mexican-American subjects attending School "B" will bG signifi-









self-concept than School "A" pupils because of bl.cu1 tural group I 
counseJ.ing, 1 
Male Mexican-American students will improve more significantly 
than females in the areas of academic achievement and/or self-
concept due to bicultural group counseling. I 
I 
4. Foreign-born Mexican-American subjects will have greater sig-
nificant improvement in academic achievement and/or self-con··--1 
cept due to bicultural group counseling than the--11-at-iw-=bo;;;-
pupils. -------
::;, TherSL--wJc-1-rJ:>eaS:ie~~:,:--::::ion between counseling 
-~--------cr.r;-atment; sex and sc.l1ool attended in relation to the self-con-





Chapter III has (1) discussed the research 
used in the study, (2) outlined the procedure:o, (3) d.,:,Cinsd the populo.-· 
tion and described tht':! schools, (4) reviewed the stati~tical p:r-ocedu:r.et:i 
m1d (5) stated the hypothes<>S and PI'Oblems to be analyzed. Cl:r,pte:· IV 




























PRESENTATION OF THE COLLECTED DATA AS REVEALED 







It was the purpose of this resear_ch-s·tudyto consider the effects I 
J
J,! 











ment and self-concept of elementary school Mexican-American students. 
The data were collected and treated in four areas: (1) effects of the 
bicultural group counseling 1u1d traditional group counseling, (2) School 
("A" or "B") attended by the subjects, (3) sex of th8 pnfii.ln ami. (4) 
birthplace (foreign'-·born or native·~bo:t·n) of the stlb.i~!c·,'.:;"s (th.i.s cumpar::i.-· 




du-e to l.ts havj.r~~ s.n almost aqual 
proportion of native-born and foreign.·~bo:rn pupils). Tllc data -cor;..zider-
ing the effects of treatments, schools and sex were ana.lyzed by the im-
plementation of three-way analyses of covariance research designs. 
The relationship between treatments and bj.rthplace was analyzed by two-
way analyses of covariance des;_gns. 
The data were exrunined by utilization of three·-way analyses of co-
val~iance research del3igns to: 
1. Find whether bicultural group counseling was significantly bet-
ter than traditional group counseling in the improvement of 
academic achi.evement of randomly selected Mexican-American pu-
pils in elementary school. 
2. Discover if bicultural group counseling produced more signifi-
cant improvement in the total self-concept of pupils involved 
in the study as compared to traditional group counseling. 
3. Assess the possible differences in the improvement of academic 
achievement due to the counseling treatments with subjects who 
S 












4. ' '1 ft!l lflt Deternune whether pup~ s who attended School A or B 





5, Measure the possible differences between male and female sub-





l 6. Discover if male and female subjects differed significan~l 
II -~i:n:~s~e~l~f---c~o~n~c~e:p~t~i~J=llp~r~o~v~e~n=le~J~l~t_:_b~e::c~a~t~t.~se=---~o~f:_t::cloow~--oun£e1:±~eat- - II 
_ ments. 




independent vari.ables of sex and school to: 
1. Determine if in relation to the counseling treatments there was 
a significant interaction between sex and school in the im-
provement of academic achievement. 
2. Measure the possible differences of impro;.-cJMmt in self··conccopt 
due to the treatments oi~ males a.nd female::-; ul:tcncUng elementary 
School 11A11 or uB". 
3. Assess whether there was a significant tri;JJ 0 intor-ac.tiDn be·,. 
tween treatments> sex. and school in relat:i..c•11 to the stfhj~?cts' 
improvement in academic achievement. 
4. Treat tlle possi.ble triple interaction between treatment methods, 
sex and school for an effect upon self-concept improvement. 
Data were analyzed by two-way analyses of covari.ance research de-
signs to: 
1. Discover if bicultural group counseling was significantly bet-
ter than traditional group counseling for native-born or 
foreign-born subjects (found only in equal proportion in School 
11B") in terms of improvement -in academic achievement. 
2. Measure the possible differences in the improvement of self-
concept between foreign-born and native-born subjects (School 
"B") due to the counseling treatments. 
In order to make an analysis of the data, the investigator had the 
information punched onto IBM cards ·and processed by an International 
Business Machines computer located at Stanford University, Due to i.n-
















could be processed by the computer was reduced from 144 to 134. The re-
sults of the processed data are presented in a number of tables included 
in this chapter and Appendix D of this report. The tables are analyzed 





The dependent variables of this research study were pretes -po~s'i>-·---------1 
test scores for: academLC-aGhci:ev ment measured by total CTBS achieve-
ment tests and CTBS subtests of reading·, language and arithmetic <ll1d 2) 
self-concept measured by the Semantic Differential (total score) and the 
feelings towa:rd nationality subtest. 
The hypotheses of the study stated in null form are: 
1. There will be no significant difference be·f·.-,:,'f:;cn t-c:eatnei\t 
methods in the improveH,:-:'r!_i: of academi.c ac],;.;_;:_:~veYo.ent Ull.d/o:r 
self-concept, 
2. Mexican-American subjects attending School ~\Jn eiomertta:ry 
school will not be signJ.ficantly better in tlte improvement of 
academic achievement and/or self~·concept than School "A~'~ Pu-
pils because of the treatmen.t.s. 
3. Male subjects will not improve more significantly than females 
in the areas of academic achievement and/or self-concept due to 
the counseling treatments. 
4. Foreign-born Mexican-American students will not have greater 
self--concept and academic achievement than the native-bo1~n be-
cause of group counseling treatment methods. 
5. There will not be a significant interaction between treatment, 
sex and schools in· relaUon to the self-concept and/or academic 
ac.hievement. 
I. THREE-WAY ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE PRESENTATIONS 
Data in Tables VIII, IX, X and XI present the results of the ana-
lysis of covariance for. change in total academic achievement and subtests 
of reading, language and arithmetic. The independent variables were: 






























ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST 
OF BASIC SKILLS TOTAL SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
. 
Scores df ss MS F 
Treatments 2. 604.000 302.000 o. 488 
Sex l. 1959.500 1959.500 3.164 
Schools 1. 626,625 626.625 1.012 
Treatment X 2. ~)0#750 15.375 0. 02~) 
Sex 
Treatment X 2. 330,3l3 165.156 (), 267 
School 
Sex X School 1. 655.500 655.500 1.059 
Treatment X 2. 1606.813 803.406 1.297 
Sex X School 
Within 121. 74931.438 619.268 
























ANALYSIS OF COVMIANCE OF CHANGE IN 'THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST 
OF BASIC SKILLS READING Sl!13TES'r SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
Source df ss MS F 
Treatments 2. 207.633 103,816 0,807 
Sex 1. 14.582 14.582 0.113 
Schools 1. 427.652 427.652 3.324 
Treatment X Sex 2. 293.688 146.844 1.141 
Treatment X School 2. 510.727 255.363 l,BB5 
Sex X School 1. 20'/.633 ].03.816 0.807 
Treatment X Sex 2. 236.422 118.211 0,919 
X School 
Within 121. 15568.129 128,662 




















ANALY8IS OF COVARIANCE OE' CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST 
OF BASIC SKILLS LANGUAGE SUBTEST SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
Source df ss MS F p 
'freatments 2. 118.027 59.014 0.848 
Sex 1. 344.633 344.633 4.953 <.05 
Schools 1. 152.824 152.824 2.HYt 
Treatment X Sex 2. 97' 684 48.842 0,702 
Treatment X 
School 2. 218.926 109.463 1..5'73 
Sex X School 1. 117.063 117.063 1. 683 
Treatment X Sex 2. 99.63'7 40.818 0.716 
X School 
Within 121, 8418.672 69.576 


























ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN 1'HE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF 
BASIC SKILLS ARITHMETIC SUDTEST SCORES FOR ALL Su13JECTS 
Source df ss MS ]' p 
Treatments 2. 57.801 28.900 0.188 
Sex 1. 316.742 31.6.742 2.064 
Schools l. 271.840 271.840 1. 772 
Treatment X Sex 2. 39,613 19.807 0~1.2£1 
'rreatment X 2. 256.242 128.121 0.835 
School 
Sex X School 1. 138.641 138.641. 0.904 
Treatment X Sex 
X School 2. 207.359 103.680 0. 676 
Within 121. 18566.176 153.439 
Total 132. 19854.414 
-63-
-64-
Variance for the treatments variable indicated no significance in 
change of total academic achievement and subtests. The variable repre-
i 
l sented the mean pretest-posttest scores of randomly assigned subjects 
' ---~ 
1 
receiving: l) bicultural g-roup counseling, 2) traditional group coun-
seling and 3) the control group. 
Null hypothesis number one stating that there will be no signifi 
cant difference between treatment methods in the improvement o:f academic 
achievement and self-concept was accepted. 
Variables of treatment and schools did not demonstrate a sig·nifi-
-1 cant variance in- their interactione Thus, the comparison of schools 
for difference in treatment effects proved to be J:;.on~sif:p1.i.f.i.:c.F.!.n-;,-_:, 
Null hypothe_si s number two reporting that the:r.e would be :no sig···· 
nificant interaction on the subjects' academic achievement change due 
to school and treatment was accepted, 
The independent variables of sex and treatment also proved to be 
non-significant. These variables represented the pre and posttest mean 
total CTBS and subtest scores of the sixty-seven male subjects compared 
to the sixty-'seven females i.nvolved in the study. 
Null hypothesis number three indi eating that the sex of the sub-
jects and treatment would not produce significant differences in aca-
demic achievement was accepted. 
The triple interaction of treatment, sex and school in the area of 
achievement was found to be not significant. Thus, each of tb,ese inde-
pendent variables did not significantly produce an .interaction or effect 
on the other variables, Therefore, null hypothesis number five relating 
that there would be no significant interaction between treatment, sex 












Likewise, the interaction of school and sex variables proved to be 
non-significant. Therefore, in comparing the differences of change in 
academic achievement of males and females attending School "A" and 
School "B", the interaction produced was not significant. 
Only one of the F ratios from the table of academic achievement 










This significance was found with the control variable of sex for the 
CTBS language sub test. Pretest and posttest raw scores of change in 
language indicated that the girls scored greater change in improvement 
than the boys. 
The cell means presented in Table XII report that the femaJ.·.eS 1 nwr>eo 
score of 40.57 ill the pretest Lnpr-ov€d to 47. 90 s•col'e. :fo1' thO fJOSb~E:~;t;, 
a change of -+-7 .33 mean points. Males' pretest scm.:c· of 38.22 in1_r:n·oved 
to 43.02 memi points in the posttest, a change of +4.80 mean poil1tr.;, 
The females +7.33 mean points gain as compared to males +4.80 mean 
points gain produced a significant variance beyond the .05 level of sig-
nificance. 
Appendix D will contain the tables of cell mem1s for the non-signi·-
fica11t variables. 
The a11alyses of covariance for change in total self-concept measure-
ment and feehngs toward naUonali ty subtest are presented in Table XIII 
and in Table XIV of this dissertation report. 
One of the F ratios for significance from each of the three-way 
analyses of covariance for total self·-concept and nationality subtest 
proved to be significant beyond the . 01 level of significance, which was 










MEAN CHANGE OF SCOHES IN THE COMPHEHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC 
























The cell means, Table }.'V for total self-concept change in School 
"A" and School "B", iD.dicate that: the subjects in School "B" had·a 
+24.862 mean score improvement from pretest to posttest., while School 
"A" subjects improved only +2.227 points. The difference of change in 
this comparison between School· "B"- and School "A" subjects was signlfi-
cant at the ,01 level of significance. Thus, School "B" students had 
significantly ·greater improVement in total self-concept measure in com-
pari son to School "A" pupils. 
Table XVI, reporting on the cell means of change in the self-con-
cept subtest concerning feelings toward nationality, shows a 9.15 points 
gain for School "B" pupils from pretest to posttest. School "A" sub-
jects had a 5_. 38 points posttest gain over the pretest score. The 



















ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN SELF-CONCEPr SCORES 
FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
----- --:::;._,_ --
Source df ss MS F 
Treatments 2. 542,375 271.188 0.127 
Sex 1. 543.000 543.000 0.255 
Schools 1. 25979,688 25979.688 12.!200 
Treatment X Sex 2. 105.500 52.750 0.02(:; 
Treatment X School 2. 208.875 104. 438 0.049 
Sex X School 1. 1897.375 1897.375 0.891 
•Trea.tment X Sex 2. 5510.563 2755.281 1.294 
X School 
Within 121. 257673.250 2129.539 

















ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN SELF-CONCEPr OF FEELINGS 
TOWARD NNriONALITY SUBTEST SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
Source df ss MS F 
----
Treatments 2. 150.762 75.381 0.394 
Sex l. 38.805 38,805 0.203 
Schools 1. 16l3~DG3 1613.063 8.426 
Treatment X Sex 2. 177.008 88,504 CL 462. 
Treatment X School 2. 71.594 35.797 0.187 
Sex X School 1. 482.661 482,664 2.521 
Treatment X Sex 2. 627.395 313.697 l. 639 
X School 
Within 121. 23163.512 191.434 


























MEAN CHANGE OF SCORES IN THE SELF-CONCEPT BY SCHOOL 
FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
School "A" School "B" 
. 
.----! 

















MEAN CHANGE OF SCORES IN THE SELF~CONCEPr OF FEELINGS TOWARD 
NATIONALITY SUBTEST FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
School "A" School 11B" 
------ _____ __,.. 
Pretest 93.03 97.07 
-----------· ------------
Posttest 98.41 106.22 
Total change +5.38 +9.15 




significant at the .01 level. Therefore, School '·'B" subjects improved 
in their feelings toward their nationality more significantly than did 
the School "A" students. 
Since neue of the F ratios from the three-way analysis of covari-. 
ance of treatments with total self,-concept score and the nationaU. ty 









lowing null hypotheses are therefore accepted. 
l. There will be no significant difference between treatment 
methods in the improvement of academic achievement and/cir 
self-concept. 
2. Mexican"-American subjects attending School "B" will not be 
significantly better in the improvement of academic achievement 
and/or self.-concept than the School 11 A11 tJU:(:-iJ.i~· becaD.SD of ·~l.to 
treatment. 
3o Male subjects will not improFe more sign.:Lfic.antly tha!i. females 
in the areas of academic achi-evement aJ1c1/n:c seli·~concE·-.Pt due to 
the counseling treatments. 
4. There will not be a significant int-eraction between treatment, 
sex and schools in relation to the self-concept and/or achieve-
ment. 
The cell means of the non-significant F ratios of the various vari-
ables analyzing the self·-concept and the nationality subtest will also 
be found in Appendix D. 
II. TWO·-WAY ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE PRESENTATIONS 
Data tn Tables XVII, XVIII, XIX and XX present the results of the 
four two-way analyses of covariance concerning: 1) change of scores in 
the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills· (CTBS) in achievement total· test, 
2) Reading (C'J:BS) sub test, 3) Language (CTBS subte st and 4) Arithmetic 
(CTBS) sub test. The independent variables were birthplace and treat-· 













ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TESI' OF lli\SIC SKILLS 
TOTAL SCORES FOR FOREIGN-BORN AND NA!'IVE-BORN SUBJEC'JS IN SCHOOL "B" 
Source df ss MS 
Treatment 2. 839.012 419.506 0.596 
Birthplace l. 1086.414 1086.414 1.544 
Treatment X Birth-
place 2. 559.898 279.949 0.398 
Within 62. 43621.777 703.577 
Total 67. 46017 '101 
TABLE XVIU 
ANALYSIS OF COVAlUANCE OF CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKillS 
READING SUBTEST SCORES FOR FOREIGN--BORN AND NATIVE-BORN 
SUBJECTS IN SCHOOL "B" 
Source df ss MS F p 
Treatment 2. 416.855 208.428 1. 451 
Birthplace l. 47.410 47.410 0.330 
Treatment X 2. 294.438 147.219 1.025 
Birthplace 
Within 62. 8903.527 143.605 














ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN THE COMffiEHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKJ:LLS 
LANGUAGE SUBTEST SCORES FOR FOHEIGN-BORN AND NATIVE-BORN 
SUBJECTS IN SCHOOL "B" 
Source df ss MS F p 
Treatment 2. 300.582 150.291 1.660 
Birthplace 1. 3.703 3.703 0.041 
Treatment X 2. 36.387 18.193 0.201 
Birthplace 
Within 62. 5 614. 633 90.599 
Total 67. 5955 .. 305 
<,:.-~::.-_·;:::::-.::;,:::;::~=:;:;~.:.:--!..:.-::~~:::.:.:.-:--.:.::o:o::~:::.::.~;:;.:~.:::. 
TABLE XX 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN THE COMffiEHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILlS 
ARITHMETIC SUBTEST SCORES FOR FOREIGN-BORN AND NATIVE-BOHH 














significant. Therefore, the following null hypothesis dealing with 
birthplace was accepted. It reads, "Foreign-bornMexican-American stu-
dents will not have greater self-concept and/or academic achievement 
than the native-born because of the treatment methods." 
One of the F ratios (Table XX) from the_anal-y-s&s-ef~covariance 
for change in total (CTBS) and (CTBS) subtests proved significant 
beyond the .05 level. A significant interaction for the control vari-
able of birthplace was found in the (CTBS) Arithmetic subtest. 
The Cell Means Table XXI for change in arithmetic achievement re-
ports that: the foreign-born subjects gained +9. 67 mean points for the 
nati ve·-born. 'J.'hi s difference in gain ;,vas found to b?: r;Jg.ni:.U.r...:.an t at t-he 
.05 level of stgnificance 1 favoring the foxeign-bo:r·n. 
Appendix D will contain the vaxious tables for the non--sig·nj_fica.nt 
cell means for the variables of birthplace and treatments. 
Tables XXII and XXIII present the two-way analyses of covariance, 
comparing the. total self-concept and feelings toward nationality sub-
test for tl1e foreig·n-born and native-born subjects. 
None of the F ratios in these tables proved to be significant 
beyond the .05 level of significance. As a result of these findings 
null hypothesis number four, indicating that foreign-born Mexican-Ameri-
can students would not have greater self-concept improvement than na-· 
ti ve-born because of the treatments, was accepted .. 
l 
l 














-_ --J __ ,_· 
~ 
'l'ABLB XXX 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS ARITHMETIC 
SUB'l'EST SCOHES FOH FOHEIGN-BOHN AND NA'l'IVE-BOHN 
SUBJECTS IN SCHOOL "B" 
Foreign-born Native-born 
',------ --- = 














ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF CHANGE IN SEJ:;F-CONCEPr SCORES 
FOR FOREIGN-BORN AND NA'riVE-BORN SUBJECTS IN SCHOOL "B" 
Source df ss MS F 
Treatment 2. 145.500 72.750 0.029 
Birthplace 1. 207.438 207.438 0.082 
Treatment X 2. 566.188 283.094 0.111 
Birthplace 
Within 62. 157465.500 2539.766 











"l TABLE XXIII 
j 
-----+j -----~ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF' CHANGE IN SEI.F-CONCEPI' OF FEELINGS TOWARD 













df ss MS 
2. 25.641 12.820 
l. 98.1.80 98.180 
2. 163.582 81.791 














This chapter has presented data in three general areas: 
l. Three-way analyses of covariance designs were done for the de-







(CTBS) achievement subtests in reading, language and arithmetic; 
self-concept measured by the Semantic Differential and the Jla~l 
tionali ty subtest of self-concept. TJ:Le_above-clependent vari-
ables were analyzed_w"-th-tlrree independent variables: a) treat-
------+------------lli@-n-t-s---=--(B1ctll tural group counseling, Traditional group coun-
- seling and Control), b) sex of the subject and c) school at-
1,' 2. ::::::y-~::::::a:: ::::::a:~:: ::s;~~~ were run in order to 
, compare foreign-born and native-born subjects (found in fairly 
~--l equal proportion only in the School "B") ·with the treatments 
1 listed in number one above. The dependent variables for the 











3. Cell means of indepe:nden L variables that \\1(-.:,;".;.::; found to be stg~" 
llificant beyond the .05 level of significar,,_:;-:; '.'"'e:~-~~ pr0sented 
in Various tables throughout the cha·pter. -~~~-:~blc·s for the non-· 
significant vari.ables are p:resented in Appendix D of this re-
port. 
In analyzing the data, the reeearcller, wj_th the aid of an Interna-
tional Business Machine computer, first considered the four three-way 
analyses of cova:d.ance done for the dependent variable.s of (CTBS) 
achievement total and the subtests for reading, language and arithmetic. 
None of the treatment analyses in the academic achievement area proved 
to be significant. Thus, null hypotheses numbers one, two, three and 
five in relation to treatment, school and sex were accepted. The Ian·· 
guage analysis of covariance with sex control for the dependent variable 
reported significance. Females. were significantly better (.05 level) 
than males in the improvement of CTl3S language scores from pretest to 
posttest. 
1'he treatment analyses with the dependent variable of self-concept 











significant variance, Significant interactions at the .01 level were 
found for the control variables of school attended with both dependent 
variables of self-concept (total) ru1d feeUngs toward nationality sub-
test, In both analyses the subjects from School "B" improved more sig-
nifican tl.y than students in~:s~c:h~o~o~l~~"A~·~"~--:-~~-:~~~~----~-~-----
_____ __j---------T=h~e~i~dep•mEien-t--varTable of treatments with birthplace produced 
_______ j 
no significant variances in either academic achievement or self-concept, 
Therefore, null hypothesis number four was accepted. It reported that 
foreign-born Mexican-American subjects would not have significantly 
greater improvement than the native-born J.n academic achievement and 
self-concept due to the treatments. 
The control variable of birthplace indicated sjt;nj.f:Le-ant VCJ.r:i anc.e 
in the (CTBS) arithmetic achievement subtest. This ;;ignj_ficant vnx•iance 
at the ,05 level favored the foreign-born subject. 
The final chapter of this report will present conclusions based 
upon the investigation. Recorronendations wil:l also be made for further 



















CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY 
Various conclusions and recoBunendations were developed from this 
research in relation to the as-su-mp-t~t-ous and limitations stated in Chap-
ter I. These will be discussed in the following pages. 
I, CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE INVESTIGATION 
Conclusions are outlined under three subheadings: (1) conclusions 
of non-significant findings drawn from the various throe-way analyses 
of covariance exploring the c.::ffoc ts of treatments, U'!X ::-J.r~d school on 
the subject t s academic achievement c1.nd self-concept 1 (2) conclusions of 
the significant findings for the control variables o:f sex and school ax1d 
(3) conclusions based upon1he two-way analyses of covariance examining 
treatments and bi.rthplace o:f students for effects upon academic achieve-
ment and self-concept, 
Conclusions from Three-Way Analyses of Covariance (Non-·Significan!_ 
lrindings) 
The three independent variables considered by the analyses of co-
variance were: (1) type of group counseling treatment (Bicultural or 
Traditional received by the subjects, (2) sex, and (3) elementary school 
(School "A" or School "B") attended. 
The dependent variables were: (1) pretest-posttest academic 
achievement test (CTBS) · total scores and (C'l'BS) subtest scores in read-





concept total I'Core and the subtest scores in feelJ.ngs toward national-
ity. 
None of the variances for the treatments variable proved to be 
significant in this study. For all of the treatments the null hypo-
1 theses were accepted. They are~s:t:a~t:e~d~a:s~f~·~o~l~l~o~w~s~:~-----:----,--~--~----









2. Mexican-American ilubjects attending School "B" elementary 
school will not be significantly better in the improvement 
of academic achievement and/or self-concept than School "A" 
pupils becauile of the treatments • 
3. Male subjects will not improve more significantly than females 
in the areas of academic achievement and/·:n:- ~{;~lf-·conc8J.Jt due ·1.;o 
the counseling treatments. 
4~ 'l'here will not be a sig:nifican.t intel~actior! between treatment, 
sex ~~d schools in :relation to the self-Cf.-'D/ . .-~ept m1d/o1' a.cadem:i.c 
achievement. 
The results should be considered with caution because of the fol-
lowing conditions within the study: (1) group counseling consisted of 
one weel<ly session with each treatment group; (2) the duration period 
of the group counseling treatments lasted twenty weeks; and (3) the 
treatments were not an integral part of the school curriculum. These 
conditions may have contributed to the non-significant results and need 
further research to determine if and what effects they have on the aca-
demic achievement and self -concept. School districts attempting to im-
prove academic achievement and self-concept of Mexican-American pupils 








Conclusions of the Significant }'indings l'or The Controls of. Sex and 
School 
-so-
The control variable of sex indicated significant variaoce in the 
(CTBS) language achievement subtest. This variance favored the female 
subjects at the .05 level of significance. The finding appears to be 
-------4-------'c="o""n"s.,.l=.·.,s..,t~e~nLwi.th-prevro 
2 . 3 







who compared male and female academic achievement. 
Significant variances were found for the school attended control 
variable in the areas of total self-concept score and feelings toward 
nationality subtest of the self-concept. Subjects attending School "B" 
elementary school had significantly great:er impr_ov~~JT1&1~.t · ln LotSJ.3. seLl>-
concept measurement and in the flelf-concept subter::-·~: nf feeling::' tO\'.'ard 
nationality" 
Some probable reasons for this 'finding favorir·.g School 1113 11 subjects 
in self-concept areas might be the following: (1) the faculty and cur-
riculum of School"B" may have been instrumental in causing the pupil's 
self-concept to be improved significantly, and (2) School "B" started 
a bilingual program in Spanish for primary school children. that. year and 
the director was a Mexican-American. 'l'he school had three Mexican-Arneri-
can teachers and a vice-principal of Mexican-American ancestry. The 
knowledge of having a bilingual program in the school and also the fact 
1Bartell W. Cardon, "Sex Differences in School Achievement.," The Elemen-
. tary School Journal, 68:427-34, May,· 1968. 
2Gary Peltier, "sex Differences .In the School: Problem and Proposed 
Solution," Phi Delta Kappan, 50:182-85, November, 1968. 
4Hlliam J. McFarlane, "Are Girls Really Smarter," The Elementary School 




t4at several of the teachers and administrators of the school were of 
Mexican·-American descent might have significantly impressed upon the 
subjects that JVIexican-·Americans could be successful. This contrasted 
with the si tuati.on at School "A", which dl.d not have any Mexican·-Ameri-
can teachers or administrators. The i.mproved self-concept of Schoo "Il·~"~---
~~~~~J,~~~~~~-:s~u:_:b:'J~· e:_c::_:t~s:_:d,i.,d"--'I=l~ot_,_h-owev-er, l"O uce signt f i cant academic achievement 
' improvement. 
1 
~~1 - l 
Conclusions From Two-Way Analyses. of Covariance Research 
The two-way analyses of covariance findings for treatments and 
birthplace indicated no significant variance; therefore, null hypothesis 
number four was accepted. It rc,ads: 
students will not have greater self-concept ancl/o:.e ac-.aderr::Lc ach:J.evc;nent 
~han the native~born because of the group counseling utilized in this 
study. 11 
The control variable of birthplace produced a significant variance 
in the area of (CTBS) Arithmetic subtest. This finding favoring the 
4 
foreign-born is consistent with Carter's studies. 
II. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The researcher believes that this investigation has indicated the 
need for further study in the areas of group counseling treatments in 
the bicultural education of elementary school Mexican-American pupils. 
School districts and various branches of government have provided 
4rhomas P. Carter, Mexican-Americans In School: A Hi story of Educa-
tional Neglect, (Ne;;;York: College Entrance Examination- Board, 1970). 
'-I 
,-~-.1 - - -
-82-
scllools and researchers funds to develop educational programs to in\-
prove the learning of minority group pupils. However, guidance services 
in these programs can often mean the difference between success or fail-
ure. The main task is that of determining the effective ways in which 
counselors can work wi.th minority group students. The following spe-
cific sugg£Ls_ti.o!*s--appe<tr-to the investigator to be most important: ---+1 -------'-~~· 
1 1. Research should be done holding group sessions and utilizing l separate counselors at each school. 









the students through the high school years. 
3. Other group counseling studies should be made comparing the ef-
fectiveness of Mexican-American counselors and other white coun-
selors. 
4. A follow~-up study of the 134 subjects :i.n\;,;1ved .Ltl th.e present 
study. 
5. Individual classrooms of the subjects j_nvolved in ·the study 
should be· studied :i.n order to determine tJ.J,::. typG8 of prog:rams 
or teachers which tend to promote growth in self-concept and 
academic achievement for Mexican-American subjects. 
6. Investigations of the group counseling treatments of this cur-
rent study in many elementary schools having Mexican-American 
subjects throughout California and the Southwest. 
7, Research is needed to determine if planned meetings between 
parents and coun.•elor might produce more significant results 
for the group counseling treatments . 
. 8. Investigations. of the feelings of the subjects involved in this 
study. What did the subjects in the different group counseling 
treatments sections think or feel was happeni,ng to them as a 
result of the sessions? 
9. Studies comparing elementary school Mexican-American students 
with other white peers and other ethnic groups in all areas of 







I II. SUMMARY 
'fhe current study has attempted to answer specific questions con-
cerning the effects of bicultural group counseling and traditional 
group counseling on the academic achievement and self-concept of elemen-











findings indicated that with the conditions existing in the study none 
of the variances for the treatments variable proved to be significant. 
Various suggestions and considerations concerning bicultural 
studies were given. It is hopeful that this informahon will be of some 
value to school districts planning educational programs f.or Me.Ytnan.-
' 
American students. 
One finding of the study indicated that School 
11B 1 ~ W!lic.h happe_nt..--:-1 
to have a majority of non-Mexican-American studentDj was in fact im-~ 
proving the self-concept of its Mexican-American pupils. Some reasons 
why this occurred may be due to the fact that School "B" had a bilingual 
program and several of the teachers and administrators were of Mexican-
American ancestry. The results of the above finding may encourage more 
Mexican-·American students to hecome educators. 
Thls investigation has revealed a fairly positive correlation be·-
tween Semai1tic Differential ·technique for measuring self-concept and for 
the Self--Esteem Inventory. This result may help school personnel and 
future investigators in the selection of a self-concept instrument to 
























































DESCRIPI'ION OF ACTIVITY IN TilE GROUP SESSIONS 
Both schools provided the investigator a classroom in which to 
conduct the counseling meeting_s .. -'l'he-me-e-tings usually lasted for forty 
to fifty minutes. At Jackson School (Stockton - School ''A") the meetings 
were conducted in the pre-school room located in the basement of the 
school. The Garfield School (Redwood City '- School "B") meetings were 
held in a classroom at a Catholic Church Sunday school building located 
next to Garfield. 
At the meetings the members lJSually sat arol.-1w1 ;:~ J.cw."'ge table o:;.~ 
placed their desks J..n a semicircle facing the inves1~J.;.~·n.tor. 
December 7, 1970. First 
City). 
DATED SESSIONS 
meeting of Bicultural Counseling Group (Redwood 
The meeting was spent in developing rapport 
betWee:ri the counselor a·nd students. Students were 
told that the meetings -were to be held in order to 
help them do better in school. Various activities of 
future sessions were outlined briefly. 
December 9, 1970. First meeting of Bicultural Counseling Group (Stock.-
ton). The activities \Vere similar in nature to the 
Redwood City meeting listed above. 
December 10, 1970. First meeting of Traditional Counseltng Group (Stock-
ton). Sfudents were told the nature of the meeting 
and future meetingso Each member was asked to ·com·-
ment on any school adjustment or achievement problem 
that he had. 
December 11, 1970. First Traditional Group Counseling session (Redwood 
City). The activities were similar to the Stockton 





December 14, 1970. Bi cui tural group counseling (Redwood City). The 
pupils were furntshed biographies of successful 
Mexican-Americans, including: Julian Nava, Edward 
Roybal, George Sanchez, Armando Rodriguez, Joseph 
Montoya and Tony Sierra. Discussions followed 
the oral reading of the biographies. 
December 16, 1.970. Bicultural group counseling (Stockton) meeting. 
Same as December 14th meeting in Redwood City. 
------+1-----~nacemb':J_!--l-7,--:t970-.-Tradi tional Group counseling (Stockton). This 
1 session was devoted to the discussion of' common 
j school problems of the members. 
1 December 18, 1970. Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City). Same 
' as December 17th meeting in Stockton. 









j__ Janu_ar_y_7, 1971. 
I 
' 
January 8, 1971. 
January 11, 1971. 
January 13, 1971. 
January_ 15, 1971. 
Bicultural Counseling (Redwood City). The students 
orally read and discussed biographies of the fol-
lowing Mexican-Americans: Jim Plunkett, Lee Tre-
vino 1 Judge Harold Medina, Pane-1-~o GonzaJ.ss, H.o}J<~:.:t-t 
Acosta, Tony Calderon and Raym0:u Carrasco. 
Stockton - Btcu.l tural Counseling meeting was very 
similar to January 4th meeting· :i.n Hod wood Ctty. 
Traditional Counseling (Stockt(fl·;.) 8c11ool adjustuent 
and achievement problems of individual members were 
discussed, They were tutored in arithmetic and 
. 1 angu age • 
Redwood City Tradttional Counseling session was held 
in the same manner as the Stocl~ton meeting of Janu-
ary 7th. 
Bicultural Counseling (Redwood City). Biographies 
of previous weeks concerning successful Mexican-· 
Americru1S were revj_ev{oct and d1scussed. Viewed film 
strip Mexican Heri tag:e. 
Bicultural Counseling (Stockton). Activities were 
the same as Redwood City of January 11th. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). Study and 
listening skills were discussed and reviewed. 
Redwood City Traditional Group Counseling act.i vi ties 
were the same as Stockton's J"snuary 14th. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (lledwood City). Re-
viewed last week's film strip on Mexican Heritag-e. 
Read and dtscussed biographies of Mexican-American 
January 20, 1971. 
--~ 
~ 
January 21, 1971. 
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leaders: Bert _Corona, Louis Duarte, Caesar Chavez 
and Ernesto Galarza. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Stockton) as per Janu-
ary 18th session of Redwood City. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). Reviewed 
and discussed study and listening· slc.ills. Indivi-










January 25, 1971. 
January 27, 1971. 
January 28, 1971. 
January 29, 1971. 
February 1, 1971. 
February 3, 1971. 
February 4, 1971. 
February 5, 1971. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). 
viewed various biographies of past sessions. 
second half of the session was spent viewing 




Mexico ---of the I.n_dians, accompani.ed with ·a record. 
was follC?wed- wi-th a r·eview discussion. 
This 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Stockton) as per Red-
wood City January 25th session. 
TracHtional GrOup Counseling (::>tockt.on). DiBcuesecl. 
seholastic· problems ·concerning indivj_dua1 members., 
Methods of tmproving achievemen:~ in Math and Readil'.p; 
were reviewed. 
Traditional G-roup Counseling (R0dwood City) ·as per 
Stockton session on Jru1uary 28th. 
Bicultural Group Counseling- (Redwood City). Viewed 
and discussed movies: The Aztecs of Mex,tco and 
Mexican-American Heritage and Culture. 
Bicnl tural Group Counseling (Stockton) as per Febru-
ary 1st session ih Redwood City. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton) viewed and 
discussed movie, Getting Along With Others. 
Tradj_tional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
February 4 meeting of Stockton. 
February 8, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling· (Redwood City) viewed 
and discussed movies: ~!exico, Northern and Southern 
Regions ·and MeXico, Central and Gulf' Coast. 
February 10, 1971. Bicultural Counseling (Stocl<ton) as per February 
8th session in Redwood City. 
Febniary ].1,. 1971. Tritdi tiona! Group Counseli.ng· (Stockton) viewed and 
discussed movies: Learning Through Cooperation and 






















February 17, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling (Stockton). Reviewed 
biographies of successful Mexican-Americans pre-
sented in earlier sessj.ons and read new biographies 
concerning: Edmund Galindo, Eugene Galindo, Alex 
Garcia, Hect01' Garcia and Alfonso Gonzales. 
February 18, 1971. Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). Discussed 
school adjustment problems and viewed the movie 
Worl<ing With Others. 
February 22, 1971, Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Re-
viewed biographies of successful Mexican-Americans 
presented in previous sessions during the first part 
of the meeting. During the second half of the ses-
sion, the La Raza Series film strip with record, 
Twilig·ht of the Gods was viewed and listened to. 
February 24, 1971, Bicultural G:t~oup Counseling (S·h1ckton) as per I-led.-.. 
wood City meeting of February 2:~nd. 
February 25 1 __ 19?_~. Traditional Group Counseling (Si:.ockton) ~ Di.RCUfHJed 
report card grades of each g-ro;.~:p membex and reviewed 
learning skills of taking note;:!; outlining, s-tudy 
habits and p1·oper attitudes in school. 
February 26, 1971'. Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
February 25th meeting of Stocl<ton. 1'hi s group, in 
addition, viewed the movie, Preparin~ a Class Repo~_!· 
Mat"ch 1, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City), Reviewed 
biographies of successful Mexican-Americans: Edmund 
Galindo, Eugene Galindo, Alex Garcia, Hector Garcia 
and Alfonso Gonzales. Report card grades were re-
viewed and discussed. 
March 3, 1971_. Bicultural Group Counseling (Stockton). Reviewed 
report card g'rades and viewed two movles: Mexican 
Hacienda and Tina, a Girl From Mexico. 
March 4, 1971. 
March 5, 1971. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton) viewed mo-
vies: YoursL Mine and Ours and Going To School Is 
Your Job. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 






March 8, 1971. 
March 10, 1971. 



















March 15, 19"/l. 
March 19, 1971. 
March 22, 1971. 
March_ 24, 1.971. 
March 25, . 1971. 
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Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
Stockton session of March 3rd. 
B:icul tural Group Counseling (Stockton). Viewed and 
discussed movies: Arts and Crafts of Mexico, 
Parts I & II. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). Discussed 
school adjustment and personal problems of each 
member. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
Stockton meeting of March ll th. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Guest 
speakers: Ruben Lopez, Director of the High School 
Equivalency Program and three Mexican-American stu-
dents in the program. The speakers, two males and 
two females, discussed their problems in dropping 
out of school and the importance of staying in school 
and getting good grades. 
Bicultur·al GToup Counseling (Gn.>c.!-·:ton) Game sp.,;;~:ke::"2 
and similar discussions as the Eed'.vood. City merot.i.ng 
of March 15th. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton) . Rev.i.c·.•N."d 
study skills and methods of i.mp:t•oving achievement in 
various subject areas, such as arithmetic, language 
and reading. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
Stockton meeting of March 18th. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Re-
viewed and discussed talks of previous week r s speak·-
ers. Viewed and listened to film strip La Raz"': 
SerJes with record: The Pione~r Heritage of Mexi-
call-Americans in the Southwestel'n United States. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Stoclcton) as per Red-
wood City meeting of March 22nd. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). Discussed 
;.ndi vidual school adjustment and scholastic achieve-
ment problems. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
Stockton meeting of March 25th. 
Bicllltural Grollp Counseling (Redwood City). Re-
viewed previous week's _!.>a Haza filnl strip and viewed 
a new La Raza film strip, The I'ar Frontier, and l.i s-








March 31, 1971. 
April l, 1971. 
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Bicultural Group Counseling (Stockton). Sergeant 
Ben.i tez, Me xi can-·Ameri can . police off .i cer from the 
San Joaquin Sheriff's Department spoke to the pupils. 
Law enforcement and minority_ groups' situation with 
the law were discussed. Also discussed were drug 
abuse and the importance of obtaining a good educa-
tion. 
Traditional Group Counseli.ng (Stockton). Reviewed 
-----t--------:----:-::--:--:;-:::=-:----~t~e~s~t~--t~a=l<c:i:_:n"g~t~eccc~h=n=i ~d-s.tud-y--skt-1-h. 
I Apr.il 2, 1971. Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
J Stockton session of April 1st. 
, April 12, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Guest ----J . speakers were Mexican-American- educators. Albert 
l 
Moreno, Vice-Principal of the school and Daniel Tru-
i. j i llo, Bilingual Coordinator of the school, spoke to 
1 
the pupils. The speakers discussed how they became 
-4 successful and that each and everyone of the stu-
! dents could be a success if they worJ.;-;ed hard m1d g1Jt 
a good education. 
April 14, 1971. 
April 15, 1971. 
AprH 16, 1971. 
April 19, 1971. 
April 21, 1971. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (S-~·oc.tton), HevJew~;~d 
film strip of the Mexica.n-Amer~ .. ·:--an. PJ.oneers of tJ1E.• 
Southwest. Viewedfilm stl:ip ~--~h(~ J?e:J.:---_1fT~)r'!."t:i~~Y:-{_[~ 
Raza)----se;ies accompanied with ·;--;e·c-z:rd.. ----
Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). Discussed 
individual problems pertaining to school adjustment. 
Tradi U.onal Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
Stockton meeting of April 15th. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Guest 
speakers, Ruben Lopez, Director of the High School 
Equi.valency Program, returned with three new Mexican-
_Amerlcan ·students to dj.scuss the program and the im-
portance of school. The pupils had requested that 
he return to speak to them. Rebecca Rector, a Mexi-
can-American college student from the Uni.versi ty of 
the Pacific, also spoke to the students about her 
background and the importance of school. The last 
five minutes of the period were spent in discussing 
the procedures of tl1e next week's upcoming field trip 
to Mission San Juan Bautista. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Stocl<ton). The sa.me 







Apri1,___22, 1,_971. Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). The pupils 
were tutored on the mathematics procedures of multi-
plication and division. (Most members of the group had 
requested this tutoring). 
April. 23, 1971. Tradi tiona! Group CounseUng (Redwood City). Study 
skills were reviewed and discussed. 
I April 26, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). The whole 
J. group and the counselor took a field~r~i.-p-to-MicrSl~o=n~~~~--
-----fi ___ --------------::··an--.Juan-Baut].sta in Hollister to visit the mission, 
- ' museum, park and viewed the artifacts of the early Mexi-
,1J can-Americans, Spaniards and Indians. The field trip, 






April 28, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling (Stockton). Discussed Mis-
sions of California in preparation for the upcoming 
field trip of the following week. Guest speakers: Re-
becca Rector and San Juan Marque.~, .~Iexican-American col-
lege students from the Untve1·si ty-·o:f--,_t-the P:otc:l:ftc, spoke 
on ·cthntc pride and the nBcessi ty of getti.ng a got)(.I edn··U 
cation. 
~pril 29, ~ 1971. Traditional Group Counsel1ng· (Stn<-.:!(ton.). Reviewed. and. 
discussed report card grades. 
April 30, 1971. Traditional Group counseling (Redwood City) as per 
Stockton meeting of April 29th. 
May 3, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Guest 
speaker 1 Caesar Munoz Plaza, .Mexj.can-American director 
of the district's ethnic studies program, spoke to the 
pupils about their ethnic identity and the importance 
of achievement in school. 
May 5, 1971. Bicultural Group Counseling (Stockton). This group 
tool< the same fi.eld tr.tp as the Redwood City group did 
on AprH 26th. 
May 6. 1971. Traditional Group Counseling (Stockton). Discussed 
procedures for the field trip to San Fr:mcisco for the 
following week, 
May 7' 1971. 
May 10, 1971. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood C.i ty) as per 
Stockton meeti.11g of May 6th, 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Reviewed 
biographies, film strips and movies that were a part of 
the counseling sessions. Discussion also involved plan-
ning a party for the final meeting, which would take 
place the following wee!<. 
I 
l 
May 12, 1971. 
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Bicultural Group Counseling· (Stockton). The final 
meeting consisted of a short review of the counseling 
program, which was then followed by a party at which 
refreshments were served. 
Tradi tiona! Group Counseling (Stockton). The group 
with the counselor and several parents took a field 
trip to San Francisco to visit the planetarium, museums, 






)\lay 14, 1971. 
May 17, 1971. 
May 21, 1971. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) as per 
field tr;.p of the Stockton group of May 13th. 
Bicultural Group Counseling (Redwood City). Final 
meeting. A short film, Mexican-American Culture and 
Destlny was viewed. The counseling program was the·n 
briefly reviewed, which was then followed by a party. 
Traditional Group Counseling (Redwood City) . At the 
final meeting a revie\v Of the fj_,c1.-d trip and C'-Oi.1J:J.s~:_:;.ling 
program wa~ held. A party follci'.od. 



















SEhliUfric DIFFERENTIAL TEST 
APPENDIX B 
NAME 
--l The purpose of the word lists is to find out how you feel about certain 
people or things. The two words on each line have opposite meanings. 
Your first job is to choose the word that best gives your feeLings about 
A 
j
, the person or thing listed and underlined at the top of the lists. If 
_____ 
1 
______ ·_y"'o"'"'";r_,f""ee_ling_s_axe_s-tJ:'ong,-plaee--a-elleek~(-~)---rn-sp-al01'r<:me next to 'fh~~ait _____ _ 
1 word. If your feelings are only average, place your cheCk in space two 
the line, check. space three un:cter the Neutral colunm.. Record your 
first feeUng, !Jut do not be careless. Work quickly and place only one 
J
·.j of that word. If your feelings are not described by the two words on 
--------'~ check on a single line. For this page, follow the above directions to 





(Strong)(Average)(Neutral) (Strong) (:i.va:cage) 
l. bad ----.. - -----2 3 1 2 
2. lUwable --- ----- ---------·-- --··-1 3 1 
3. unattractive a tt.r active 
·---- ---- --.-- ---
1 2 3 1 2 
4. pl~:t:. not pleasant ---- ----- -----
l 2 3 1 2 
' I 5, interesting_ J:orin€0_ 
1 
---1 2 3 1 2 
--
~ 6, wrong ri_ght_ ---- ----- ---- --- ..... , _____ 
l 2 3 1 2 
7. ~~~~~E.t not necessary ~----- ---- -1-1 2 3 2 
8. difficult JO.~Sy -----· -----•M ---·-- -----l 2 3 1 2 
9. dirty clean 




l SCHOOL TEST (cont.) I 
l (strong') (A~) (Neutral) (Strong) (Average) 
l 
1 10. bright dar!< 1 
l ---
-l 1 2 3 l 2 
11. not friendly friendly l --· -1 2 3 1 2 
1 
j 
j 1-2-. -11 8.!?.!:'1. sad --- '""'1" j 1 2 3 2 
1 
13. un:fai·r fair I 
---~~1 
--- ·-1- -- -- -----2 3 1 2 
14. valuable not vah1abie ----- ---1 2 3 l 2 
1 
15. understanding not ~c:B:~~~~~~!~~::-~. --- ---·---~-~-~ ---------~·-""-·· 
1 2 3 1 2 
I 
! 16. prejudiced not preju~_:~_~_:ed --- ----- -------~~--------1 2 3 l 2 
1 17. comfortable not co Ilt(o:eto.b l e 
' 
1 
--·--- -1-- ---- ---2 3 1 2 
j 
18. l<ind mean --- ---]. 2 3 l 2 
1 
19. superio! infer1.or --- --- ---1 2 3 1 2 
1 
j 




------- --- -----··-·----2 3 1 2 
----~ 21. .~mpoJ.'taJlt ~t i.mportan_:t_ --- --- --- ~------~~- ·-----1 2 3 1 2 
22. honest not honest ------ --- --- ------ ·------1 2 3 1 2 
23. clear hazy ----- --- -1-1 2 3 2 
24. ~l~pendable not. dependable :.I -1- ---2 3 l 2 --
25. pfcinf~ p1ea..'!_Urable ~I --- ----1 2 3 1 2 ----
==----
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On this page follow the directions given on page one; however, this time 
describe the feelings you have toward yourself. 
MYSELF 
(strong) (A\er<£'8) (Neutral) (Strong) (Average) 
weak strong --- ---1 2 3 1 2 
stupid smart ---
1 2 3 1 2 
4. not pleasant pleasant ----1 2 3 1 2 
5. nervous not llB'!:'VOlt;.~ 
2 3 2 
6. beautiful . --··-·····-----
1 2 3 l 2 
7. not honest honest --- --·-- ---1 2 3 1 2 
8. selfish not selfish 
1 2 
-3--. ----· 1 2 
9. not likeable likeable --- ---- ----
1 2 3 1 2 
10. hard worlcer 
1 2 3 1 2 
11. warlike 
1 2 3 1 2 
12. sickly healthy ---1 2 -1--3 2 
13. brave afraid ---1 2 3 1 2 
14. unfair fair 
1 2 3 -1-- 2 
15. successful. failure ---· ---- ---· 1 2 3 l 2 
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MYSELF TEST (cont.) 
MYSELF 
(Stror@ (Average) (Neutral) (Strong) (Average) 
16. superior -----
I 2 1 2 
17. dirty ---1 2 1 2 
18. distrustful ---1 2 1 2 
19. happy 
1 2 1 2 
20. kind ---- ----1 2 l 
21. !1el~ -----
1 2 1 
22. not friendly -
l 2 l 2 
23. prejudiced not prejudj_cecl ----
1 
1 2 


















For this page continue followj_ng the srune directions; however, this time 
describe the feelings you have about your nationality. 
1 MY NATIONALITY 
1 
1 
(strong) (Aver<ge) (Neutral) (Strong) (Average) 
1. good bad 
1 2 3 l 2 
I 
I 
2. smart .::_tupid ------- ---- --1 2 3 1 2 
3. beautiful ugly ---
1 
1 2 3 1 2 
4. la:;:x hard workers 
1 ---1 2 3 1 2 
5, honest not honest 
-1- ---2 3 1 2 
j 6, clean dirty 
; --- ---- ---- --- --~---I 1 2 3 1 2 
1 7, successful failure 
I 
--- --1- -----1 2 3 2 
8. infelior superior. --- ---
1 
1 3 1 2 
1 
9. selfish not selfish ---- ---1 2 3 1 2 
I 
10. not likeable likeable J 
-----1 ---
I 1 2 3 1 2 
1 11. nervou.s not nervous 
1 ---- --- --------1 2 3 1 2 
1 
12. not important important --- ----
1 2 3 1 2 
13. distrustful --- _trustworthy 
1 --2- 3 1 2 
14. not helpful,_ helpful --- -----1 2 3 1 2 
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MY NATIONALITY TEST (cont.) 
• MY NATIONALITY ' • 
-! (Strong) (Avemge) (Neutral) (Strong) (Average) 
1 
15. friendly ~~dly not --- ------ --- __ 2___ 1 2 3 1 
16. strong weak --- --- --- --·--1 2 3 1 2 
17. ki.nd mean ---- ---1 2 3 1 2 
18. not plea~ant pleasant ---1 2 3 1 2 
19. brave afraid 
-1-.- -· --- --·----,.·--··- -~--. ....... _____ 2 3 1 2 
20. hap_p_z: sad --- __ ... ----- ----------
1 2 3 l 2 
21. prejudiced not prej~.\.::'~-~ --- ----- --- --------~-~ 1 2 3 l 2 
22. good students poor students --- ---
1 2 3 1 2 
23. peaceful, war1ilce --- --- __ .. _ --- ---
l 1 2 3 1 2 
J 24. fatr unfair 
j --- ---- --- -----1 2 3 1 2 




MOST TEACHERS TEST (cont.) 
(Siro:1g) (A\Et'i'gB) (Neutral) (Strong) (Average) 
I 15, not friendly friendly 
J --- ---
I 
1· 2 3 1 2 
J Hl. no t-rike able lil>eable 
1 --·-.. ------- --- --- --- ---
j 1 2 3 1 2 
i 
l 17, interesting boring 1 2 3 1 2 
--~l 
18. not helpful helrful,_ 
l --- ---1 2 3 1 2 
j 19. warlike peaceful -1-- --- --- -2 2 3 1 
20. distrustful tru,~tW.:?.E.!~?.L --------- ------ -----~ .. ----· 
J. 2 3 l 2 
21. ~o t __ E_~e a_~~:~~! J?.!:.~.s "":! ------- --- --···-------- ---- -----1 2 3 l 2 
22. troublemakers not troublesome --- ---1 2 3 1 2 
j 
23. not democratic democratic --- ----1 2 3 1 2 
j 24. prejudiced not prejudiced 
i --- ---
j 1 2 3 1 2 
I 
1 - -1 25. not under--------
J standil~!i. --- --- understand1ng --

















Please maJ:l< each statement in the following· way: if the statement des-· 
cribes how you usually feel, put a check ( yl) in the colunm "LIKE till." 
If the statement does not describe how you usually feel, put a check (V) 
in the colunm "UNLIKE J\1E. 11 Consider the 11 LIEE 11E" colunm as "'YES" and 
the 11 UNLIKE IVJE" column as .11N0 11 
1. I spend a lot of time daydrc'an!Ing. 
2. I'm pretty sure of myself. 
3. I often wish I were someone else. 
4. I'm easy to like. 
5. My parents and I have a lot of fun tog·ether. 
6. I find it very hard to talk in front of the class. 
7. I wish I were younger. 
8. There are lots of things about myself I'd 
change if I could. 
9. I can make up my mind without too much trouble. 
10. I'm a lot of fun to be with. 
11. I get upset easily at home. 
12. I'm proud of my school work. 
13. Someone always has to tell me what to do. 
14. It takes me a lorig time to get used to any-
thing new. 
(YES) (NO) 









SELF-ESTEEM INVENTORY (cont.) 
15, I'm often sorry for the things I do. 
16. I'm popular with kids my own age. 
1"/. My parents usually consider my feelings. 
18. I'm doing the best work I can. 
19. I give in very easily. 
20. I can usually take care of myself. 
21. I'm pretty busy. 
22. I would rather play with children younger. 
than I. 
23o My parents expect too much of me. 
,24. I like to be called on in class. 
25. I understand myself. 
26. It's pretty tough to be me. 
27. Things are all mixed up in my life. 
28. Kids usually follow my ideas. 
29. No one pays much attention to me at home. 
30. I tm not doing as well in school as I'd like 
31. I can make up my mind and stick to it. 
32. I really don't like being a boy girl. 
33. I have a low opinion of myself. 
34. I don't like to be with other people. 
35. 'rhere are many times when I'd like to leave 
home. 
36. I often feel upset at school. 
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(YES) (NO) 







SELF-ESTEEM INVENTORY (cont.) 
37. I often feel ashamed of myself. 
38. I'm not as nice looldng as most people. 







40. Kids pi cl< on me very often. 
41. My parents understand me. 
42. My teacher makes me feel I'm not good enough. 
43. I don't care what happens to me. 
44. I'm a failure. 
45. I get easily upset when I'm scolded. 
46. Most people are better liked than I am. 
47. I usually feel as if my parents are pushing me. 
48. I often get discouraged in sehool, 
49. Things usually don't bother me. 
50. I can't be depended on. 
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(YES) (NO) 
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APPENDIX D 
TABLES OF MEAN CHANGE IN SCORES OF THE 
NON-SIGNIFICAWr FINDINGS IN THIS STUDY 
APPENDIX D 
TABLES FOR MEAN CHANGE SCORES OF THE NON-SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 
IN THIS STUDY 
TABLE XXIV 
-----+--------ME-AN-CHA:NGE--rN-THE-CDMPHEHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SIQLLS 








School "A" N = 65 
School "B 11 N ;::::; 69 
Total N = 134 
School "A" School "B" --E 4.7 . 124. 417 
53 . 137.979 
·-· ----~·~·--·-------------~· 
+ 14.906 + 13.562 
TABLE XXV 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS 
TOTAL SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS BY SEX 
Males ]'emales 
Pretest 130.467 130.797 







N = 67 
N 67 
N = 134 














MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS 











~--------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------- -
Posttest 146,502 142.664 145.283 
---------------------------------------' --
Total change + 17.336 + 14.886 
Bicultural N = 43 
Traditional N = 43 
Control N = 48 
Total N = 114 
'£ABLE XXVII 
MEAN CHANGE· IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SILLS 
READING SUBTEST SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS BY 
SCHOOL 






























MEAN CHANGE IN THE C0111PREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC S!([LLS READING 







N = 67 
N -- 67 







+ .• 76 + .87 
TABLE XXIX 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE CO~lPREHENSlVE TES'.r OF BASIC SKILLS 
READING SUB'l'EST SCORES :F'OR ALL SUBJECTS BY TREATMENT 
(Bicultural Group 
Counseling) 
(Traditional Group (Control) 
Counseling) 
r---
Pretest 39.71 38.40 41.34 
--
Posttest 41.28 40.63 39.99 
. 
Total change + 1.57 + 2.13 - 1.35 
Bicultural N = 43 
Traditional N = 43 
Control N = 48 













MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS 







N ~ 69 
N ~ 65 
N ~ 134 
School 11A11 School 11B11 
41.18 37.60 
45.64 45.28 
+ 4.46 + 7.58 
TABLE XXXI 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS 



















N ~ 43 
N ~ 43 
N ~ 48 












ME:AN CHANGE IN THE COMPHEHE:NSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS 
ARITHMETIC SUBTEST SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS BY SCHOO!, 
School "A" School "B" 
Pretest 55,24 48.50 
Poshest 62.65 54 .. 64 
'-------···------·- -~·-··-·········--- ----------
Total change + 7.41 + 6.14 
School "B" N ~ 69 
School "A" N ~ 65 
Total N ~ 134 
TABLE XXXIII 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPHllliENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SIULLS 
ARITHMETIC FOR ALL SUBJECTS BY .SEX 
Males Females 
. 
Pretest 54.64 50.45 
·· Posttest 64.92 59.05 
Total change + 10.28 + 8. 60 
Males N ~ 67 
Females N 67 
Total N ~ 134 
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TABLE XXXIV 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILL.S 
ARITHMETIC Slll3TEST SCORES FOR ALL Slll3JECTS BY'IBEAT!VIENT 






Pretest 51.09 51.08 53.16 
1----·------+------- -- --~--
Post test 58.59 57.61 59,98 
Total change + 7.50 + 6.53 + 6.82 
Bicultural N ~ 43 
Traditional N ~ 43 
Control N ~ 48 
Total N ~ 134 
TABLE XXXV 







N = 67 
N = 67 




+ 14.435 + 14.321 
-l 
TABLE XXXVI 
~mAN CHANGE IN TOTAL SELF-CONCEPl' SCORES 
FOR ALL SUBJECTS BY 'rREA!ThmNT 
-114·· 
I
t (Bicultural Group (Traditional Group (Control) 






Pretest 384.189 36'7.164 362.773 
·--------'-----1---------t-·---------l 
Post test 389.939 386.1.86 
Total. change + 5,750 + 19.022 
Bicultural N ~ 43 
Traditional N ~ 48 
Total N ~ 134 
TABLE XXXVII 
~AN CHANGE IN SCORES OF THE NATIONALITY SUBTEST 







N ~ 67 
N ~ 67 




















MEAN CHANGE IN SCORES OF THE NATIONALITY SUBTEST FOR SELF-CONCEPI' 










Posttest 102.73 100.49 
Total change + 6.57 
Bicultural N 43 
Traditional N 43 
Control N ·- 48 
Total N ~ 134 
TAllLE XXXIX 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS 
TOTAL SCORE FOR SCHOOL "B" SUBJECTS BY BIRTHPLACE 
Foretgn -born Nati ve··IJorn 
Pretest 122.335 126.649 
Posttest 140.776 135.756 
Total change + 18.441 + 9.107 
Foreign-born N ~ 31 
Native-born N ~ 38 












MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC .SKILLS TOTAL SCORES 
FOR SCHOOL "B" SUBJECTS BY BIRTHPLACE AND TREATMENT 
Pretest 
Posttest 















--~---·--·--. --------------···- ····-·---·-··-··-··-···· 















Total change + 25.111 
Native-born N ~ 38 
Foreign-born N 31 
Total N ~ 69 











ME:AN CHANGE IN 'l'Iill COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS READING 









N. ~ 31 
N ~ 38 
N ~ 69 







MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPRElillNSIVJC TEST OF BASIC SICJ:J,LS HEADH-fG SUBTEST 




















N ~ 31 
N ~ 38 
















TABI.Jl XLII I 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS LANGUAGE SUBTEST 







N = 31 
N = 38 
N = 69 
+ 8.05 + 7.34 
TABLE XLIV 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COAll:IRE!iENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS LAXGUAGE iiUDTK'T 




















Pretest 35.67 35.25 
Posttest 46.89 42.38 
Total change + 11.22 + 7.13 
Foreign-born N 31 
Nat;.ve-born N = 38 



















__ ----- - --_-- __ _ 
TABLE XLV 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS ARITHMETIC 
·SUBJEsr SCOimS FOR SCHOOL ''s" SUBJECTS BY BIRTHPLACE AND TREATMEI\'T 
NATIVE-BORN 
(Bi cultural Group 
Counseling) 




Pretest ~ 45,39 52.08 j 








Total change + 8.44 + 9. 62 + 10.93 
Foreign-born N ~ 31 
Native-born N ~ 38 
Total N ~ 69 
TABLE XLVI. 
MEAN CHANGE IN TOTAL SELF-CONCEPT SCORES FOR SCHOOL "B" 








Total change + 25.354 + 24.776 
Foreign-born N ~ 31 
Native-born N ~ 38 
Total N ~ 69 
TABLE XLVII 
MEAN CHANGE IN TOTAL SELF-CONCEPT SCORES FOR SCHOOL "B" 
SUBJECTS BY BIRTHPLACE AND TREATMENT 
NATIVE-BORN 
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j' (Bicultural Group (Traditional Group 
---------j-------------------------~====C~o~u~n:se:~~in~~g~)~~======~CGun~el-~n~)--~--------------------------
(Control) 
1 ""'"" 1"-,----~-__ 4_05 __ • s_4_6-----+-----3-8_5_._o_o_o __ ~--1 ~ 351. ~~---~ 
--~---l Posttest ~----4-17 __ . 5_3._9 ____ __, ______ 4_o_8_._3_s __ 5 _____ C :391. oo_o--'~""' 
J Total change + 11.693 + 23.385 + .39.250 









Pretest F 367.000 · , :37S-.O~-r ---· -+-- ~-- --- --- ------i 399.125 1 402. '714 ! • ---!> 377.667 Posttest 393.889 
Total change + 16.222 + 22.125 + 27~714 
TABLE XLVIII 
MEAN CHANGE IN THE NATIONALITY. SUBTEST OF SELF-CONCEPT SCORES 



























MEAN CHANGE IN THE NATIONALITY SUBTEST OF SEIJ.'-CONCEPT SCORES 
FOR SCHOOL "B" SUBJECTS BY BIRTHPLACE AND TREATMENT 
NATIVE BORN 
(Bicultural Group (Traditional Group (Control) 
Counseling) Counseling) 
,----------------.--------------.-----------
Pretest 101.85 95.46 98.33 
Post test 1-------l_o_s_. _o8 _________________ l_l_o~_54 ____________ J~06~ 50 ----~• 
Total change ' + 6.23 + 15.08 + 8.1'7 
FOREIGN--BORN 
Pretest !)$.22 96.25 90.29 
--r---
Posttest 107.22 103.50 105.50 
Total change + 12.00 + 7.25 + 15.21 
Foreign-born N = 31 
Native·-born N 38 
Total N = 69 
APPENDIX E 
















( <1) BIRTHPLACE 
(5) SEX and 
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CODE: A ••.•. School "A" 
B ..... school ''B" 
I. .... Bicultural Group Counseling 
T ..••. Traditional Group Counseling 
C •..•• Control 
N .•.•• Native-born 
F •.••• Foreign-born 
M .•..• Male. 
G ...•• Female 
Numbers 1 - 12 ..... Individual student num1:;.~11' w:itll'in a t.reatment 
group 
























(CTBS Total Scor·e) Pretest 
(CTBS Total Score) Posttest 
(CTBS Reading Subtest Score) Pretest 
(CTBS Reading Subtest Score) Posttest 
(CTBS La~guage Subtest Score) Pretest 
(CTBS Language Subtest Score) Posttest 
(CTBS Arithmetic Subtest Score) Pretest 
(CTBS Arithmetic Subtest Score) Posttest 
(Semantic Differential Total Score) Pre-
test. 
(Semantic Differential Total Score) 
Posttest 
(Semantic Different.ial Nationality 
Subtest Score) Pretest 
(Semantic Differential Nationality 
Subtest Score) Posttest 
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INDIVIDUAL RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON ALL TESTS 
TEST h' 
STUDENT 
__ ::.!.:I.D:::_.,__ _ --=.1 ___ __.:2::__ _ __::3:__~_:_4 _ __,5::___ 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 
A I N M 1 124 147 43 46 34 44 47 57 454 390 123 106 
A I N M 2 7 4 89 19 19 20 33 35 37 297 308 78 85 




-=--:=--j . l 
A I N M 4 98 125 28 32 24 37 46 61 270 283 76 64 
A I N G 1 113 140 36 42 30 47 47 51 317 335 90 100 
A I N G 2 118 203 50 56 57 61 74 86 320 384 79 106 
A I N G 3 117 138 38 51 30 38 49 49 309 310 87 90 
A I N G 4 116 137 36 34 30 40 44 63 452 447 111 119 
A I N G 5 127 121. 55 46 30 33 42 42 445 450 110 106 
A I N G 6 164 152 53 49 48 38 63 65 346 363 93 106 
A I N M 5 
A I N M 6 
A I N M 7 
A I N M 8 
A I N M 9 
A I N M J.O 
AINMll 
A I N G 7 
A I N G 8 
A I N G 9 
A I N G 10 
AT N M l 
A'!' N M 2 
AT N M 3 
AT N G 1 
AT N G 2 
AT N G 3 
AT N G 4 
A'!' N G 5 
A'!' N G 6 
AT N G 7 
AT N G 8 
A'!' N M 4 
AT N M 5 
A'l'NM 6 
A'!' N M 7 
AT N M 8 
AT N M 9 
ATNMlD 
ATNMll 
AT N G 9 
AT N G 10 
ATNGll 







































































































22 14 14 32 26 284 407 69 102 










































































































































































































































INDIVIDUAL RAW SCORES ODTALNED ON AJ.,L TESTS (cont.) 
STUDENT 
I.D, 1 2 3 
TEST # 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
-12'5-
10 11 12 
A C N M 1 1.86 202 62 69 58 62 66 71 390 424 98 116 
j A C B N 2 200 176 59 53 58 . 57 83 66 399 339 83 101 
------+l-------~-~-~--~-!---r-~!---r~:-;_~---:~-~o~1 ---'!~~~~~;;~~_;,~~~---:;;-~;';~~-;;~~~~;---~:~~~~;"~~-~;-----
1 A C N M 5 73 88 19 24 21 26 33 38 425 355 112 83 
j A C N M 6 175 203 35 47 51 63 89 93 361 304 89 73 
l 
A C N M 7 237 251 73 72 68 73 96 106. 405 480 94 117 
A C N M 8 104 165 22 39 31 43 51 83 334 314 85 77 
---------------- A C N M 9 127 129 45 35 34 41 52 53 399 306 101 76 
1_'. A C N M 10 ;J.92 193 52 59 72 66 68 68 3.56 424 102 112 
j A C N M 11 141 150 35 39 55 53 51 58 375 376 104 110 
-
l. A C N G 1 86 139 43 35 29 43 14 61 384 424 95 109 
A C N G 2 38 60 23 10 11 23 4 27 376 351 96 96 







A C N G 4 239 258 69 73 74 75 96 :1.0'5 3'7<3 392 
A C N G 5 92 82 32 20 23 21 37 41 274 7 4 lOB 
A C N G 6 171 188 60 62 51 58 60 C8 45.2 40:;:; 118 J..02 
1:~5 9G A C N G 7 138 135 43 42 46 44 49 49 ,,83 417 
329 A C N G 8 125 106 30 20 44 40 51 46 325 87 107 
A C N G 9 
A C N G 10 
ACNGll 
B I N M 1 
B IF M 2 
B I N M 3 
B IF M 4 
B IF M 5 
B I N G 1 
B I F G 2 
B I F G 3 
B I N M 6 
B IF M 7 
B I N M 8 
B I N G 4 
B I F G 5 
B I F M 8 
B I F M 9 
B I F M 10 
BINMll 
B I N G 6 
B I N G 7 
B I N G 8 
B I F G 9 
B I F G 10 
BINGll 
B T F M 1 
126 141 35 42 
160 167 54 49 
104 113 29 . 30 
93 152 25 53 
197 153 47 36 
88 109 33 28 
78 '127 21 43 
84 148 25 43 
179 167 56 53 
140 158 39 47 
90 164 28 50 
196 199 54 57 
66 84 22 22 
124 116 45 32 
166 184 54 57 
140 210 32 57 
102 156 32 48 
158 150 56 43 
122 108 44 29 
97 98 23 14 
117 89 37 27 
72 88 22 20 
170 183 66 61 
108 104 36 29 
124 153 34 44 
114 141 26 42 






































55 55 384 381 101 93 
69 li9 40.0 3'7 4 9'7 105 
38 41 321 326 75 80 
42 49 408 381 104 116 
so 50 323 345 80 121 
35 55 355 350 93 119 
35 53 436 423 112 125 
32 42' 390 373 103 102 
60 47 425 430 112 108 
60 62 442 371 95 93 
39 66 352 345 85 90 
69 69 469 484 119 120 
24 41 266 403 66 100 
39 45 341 427 100 118 
48 52 4.27 412 119 103 
68 83 488 463 125 llO 











53 386 455 103 112 
46 367 412 95 101 
54 353 461 86 ll1 
35 438 422 112 106 
32 336 300 91 75 
54 450 390 111 90 
35 387 382 99 96 
68 322 490 87 125 
46 400 463 101 117 
83 340 338 102 111 
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Il\'DlVIDUAL RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON AT"L TESTS (cont,) 
S'l'UDENr 
I. D. 
B T F M 2 
B T ~' M 3 
BT:t'G 1 
TEST # 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
164 152 40 32 61 57 63 63 332 348 78 98 
214 221 65 67 63 73 86 81 400 394 96 105 






B T N G 2 122 123 35 33 48 50 39 40 296 329 80 85 
B T N M 4 144 127 47 39 42 36 55 52 396 396 81 112 
B 'l' N M 5 142 129 49 41 40 44 53 44 484 471 110 120 
B 'r N M 6 88 121 30 47 23 37 35 37 312 4.08 "13 117 
B T F G 4 108 146 34 36 29 48 45 62 454 444 117 107 
B T N G 5 159 182 53 38 42 63 64 81 491. 460 125 120 
B T N G 6 106 1.07 38 28 31 41 37 38 364 393 89 91 
B T N M 7 96 88 22 14 26 24 48 50 345 453 76 107 
B T N M 8 90 106 23 32 21 34 46 40 347 357 91 84 
B T F M 9 107 112 40 30 18 27 49 55 320 315 87 65 
B T F M 10 75 77 20 21 21 18 34 38 328 291 76 71 
B T N M 11 94 141 33 :Jfl 27 46 34 5Ci 3'l'i 338 Dl 121 
B T N M 1.2 75 96 28 27 16 31 31 3B 373 442 9J. 108 
B T N G 7 108 161 21 62 41 67 4.6 ci2 4:<v 471 112 119 
B T N G 8 97 113 30 26 · 37 41 30 4G '133 361 108 88 
B T F G 9 107 89 37 24 29 34 41 3l 39'/ 458 113 122 
B T F G 10 96 15'1 41 41 37 46 18 70 345 498 102 125 
B C E' M 1 177 111 57 35 49 34 71 42 25:3 366 25 98 
B C N M 2 144 148 45 39 34 42 65 67 391 440 120 115 
B C F M 3 241 203 73 56 77 69 91 78 353 301 93 65 
B C N M 4 168 157 53 50 55 48 60 59 332 4J.l 88 105 
B C N M 5 164 ll.4 53 31 55 30 56 53 383 392 87 96 
B C N G 1 223 202 64 50 71 67 88 85 427 406 108 93 
B C N G 2 109 105 28 24 31 27 50 54 319 334 75 69 
B C F M 6 93 71 38 11 19 21 38 31 438 443 105 93 
B C F M 7 138 153 42 31 34 43 62 79 347 464 77 110 
B C F M 8 140 202 42 80 35 41 63 81 326 413 79 88 
B C F G 3 123 150 42 31 28 37 53 82 352 254 86 111 
B C F G 4 111 145 33 33 33 38 45 74. 416 454 103 119 
B C F G 5 211 211 62 59 66 70 83 82 477 461 121 117 
B C N G 6 164 160 49 36 45 58 70 66 381 423 93 109 
B C F M 9 94 114 20 23 31 33 43 59 324 397 78 104 
B C N M 10 75 84 27 24 17 22 31 38 292 341 78 75 
B C N M 11 39 94 8 24 12 31 19 39 344 333 74 65 
B C N M 12 84 102 28 26 23 41 33 36 329 391 67 83 
B C F G 7 95 91 . 31 24 27 28 37 39 346 351 84 89 
B C N G 8 132 160 37 26 42 51 53 73 403 313 111 60 
B C N G 9 











57 54 50 
32 45 27 
30 50 47 
50 310 454 121 106 
72 430 453 116 114 
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